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How to Regulate Parody through the Theory of Fair Use Doctrine  
in Copyright Law 
------ The Comparative Study of America, Japan and China 
                     
Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
The aim of this thesis is to find how to regulate parody by the theory of fair use 
doctrine to solve the parody problem under the circumstance of copyright law in the 
United States, Japan and China, so that the current copyright law can balance the 
relationship between the right of parody and copyright. 
 
Before entering the interpretation of how to develop this thesis, a general description 
about the definition, characteristics and category of parody should be mentioned. 
Then the detailed interpretation of the aim, the problem and the method, etc. of the 
thesis will be discussed in the second part of the introduction of chapter one. 
 
1. Introduction of Parody 
 
The germ of parody lies in the definition of the Greek parodeia, quoted in Judge 
Nelson’s Court of Appeal dissent, as “a song sung alongside another.”1  
 
In the field of copyright, problems which are related to parody are arisen over and 
over again. For a parody to be effective, the audience must recognize the connection 
between the parody and the original work. This necessarily involves some deliberate 
copying of the original.2 However, it is unlikely that the original author would give a 
license to parodist, who will skewer his own property, not only for sharing of the 
profits of parodies, but also for making fun of his serious copyrighted work. 
 
Fortunately, copyright law not only protects “good” author, but also “naughty” one. 
Every country gives certain space for parody to live in the diverse cultural family. The 
United States uses the application of fair use doctrine to deal with parody. France 
applies Art. L122-5 item 4 of French Copyright Code to define the exceptions to 
Copyright Code that once a work has been published, the author cannot prevent 
parody, pastiche and caricature, “taking into account the usage of the genre” to allow 
the existence of parody. Although Germany has no explicit provision to apply to 
parody, German Copyright Law applies Article 24 paragraph 13 free use, article 234 
																																								 																				 	
1 Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music, Inc., 510 U.S. 569, 580 (1994). 
2 Robert P. Merges et al., Intellectual Property In The New Technological Age 539 (Aspen Publishers 4th ed. 
2006). 
3	 Copyright Law of 1965 §24 (1998) defines as follows: (1) An independent work created by free use of the work 
of another person may be published and exploited without the consent of the author of the used work. 
4 Copyright Law of 1965 §23 (1998) defines as follows: Adaptations or other transformations of a work may be 
published or exploited only with the consent of the author of the adapted or transformed work. In the case of 
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adaptations and transformations and article 515 quotations to deal with parody6. 
However, on the other hand, some countries do not have certain provisions or related 
provisions to solve parody. Therefore, sometimes it is hard for parody to be created in 
some countries.   
 
Why does parody have such complex and special situation in copyright field? One 
reason for it is because no stable understanding of the term ‘parody’ exists,7 not least 
because it can be used in countless ways, for example in political debate, in commerce, 
in advertising and to entertain8. 
 
Etymologically a parody is something which set beside---parallel to---an ode. In 
ancient Greek, the term designates mock odes, which apparently were once a 
conventional form of comic literature. But whatever conventions govern this lost form 
to have long ago fallen into disuse. Modern parodies have no special reference to odes, 
songs, or verse of any kind.9 Since the 20th century, as an important category of 
contemporary aesthetic art domain, parody has drawn the wide attention of academia. 
Nowadays, parody is no longer a simple rhetoric in the sense of “funny imitation”, but 
is thought to be as skills and styles to make a kind of artistic creation and to be used in 
all kinds of artistic creation.10 Hence, we need to protect it as a type of artistic 
creation. However, parody needs the special treatment in its work, for the special 
characteristics in it. Therefore, we should have a comprehensive understanding about 
the special characteristics of parody.  
   
1.1 The History and Definition of Parody 
 
Parody has long creative history in the western world, and infiltrated into almost 
every type of literary realm. Correspondingly, their research on parody is also maturer 
than that of Chinese and Japanese.    
 
Generally speaking, common people have a rough idea about the image of parody, 
which it always uses large amount of original to make fun of the original. We call 
these works all as “parody”. However, according to the extent and closeness of the 
imitation, the degree of hostility to the original, and the play between ‘high’ and ‘low’ 
																																								 																																								 																																								 																																								 													 	
cinematographic adaptations of a work, of the execution of plans and sketches for a work of fine art, or of copies 
of an architectural work, the author’s consent shall be required for the making of such adaptation or 
transformation. 
5 Copyright Law of 1965 §51 (1998) defines as follows: Reproduction, distribution and communication to the 
public shall be permitted, to the extent justified by the purpose, where 1. individual works are included after their 
publication in an independent scientific work to illustrate its contents; 2. passages from a work are quoted after its 
publication in an independent work of language; 3. individual passages from a published musical work are quoted 
in an independent musical work. 
6	 文化庁、「海外における著作物のパロディの取扱いに関する調査研究報告書」、
http://www.bunka.go.jp/tokei_hakusho_shuppan/tokeichosa/chosakuken/pdf/chosakuken_toriatsukai.pdf 、64 頁
（平成 24 年 3 月）。 
7 Michael Spence, Intellectual Property and the Problem of Parody, 114 L.Q.R. 594, 594 (1998). 
8 Helen Norman, Intellectual Property Law 258 (Oxford University Press 2d ed. 2014) (2011). 
9 Francis-Noël Thomas, The Writer Writing: Philosophic Acts In Literature 46 (Princeton University Press 1992). 
10 邢立丽：《戏仿概念的历史流变和理论内涵》，第 2页，辽宁大学 2012年 5月。 
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(of manner and matter) which the parody sets in motion.11 There will be different 
names for each different works during different periods. 
 
It is very difficult for us laymen to give a comprehensive description on parody. What 
about professional dictionaries? Both Professor Okada in his article, Parody And 
Irony and Francis-Noël Thomas cites the definition of parody in Oxford English 
Dictionary that “A composition in prose or verse in which the characteristic turns of 
thought and phrase in an author or class of authors are imitated in such a way as to 
make them appear ridiculous, especially by applying them to ludicrously 
inappropriate subjects; an imitation of a work more or less closely modelled on the 
original, but so turned as to produce a ridiculous effect.”12 According to Black’s Law 
Dictionary, it defines parody as “A transformative use of a well-known work for the 
purposes of satirizing, ridiculing, critiquing, or commenting on the original work, as 
opposed to merely alluding to the original to draw attention to the later work.”   
 
Parody in the west countries is better researched than countries in the east. Scholars 
already have had their own theoretical system on parody to some extent, for example, 
Mikhai M. Bakhtin, Margaret A. Rose, Linda Hutcheon and Simon Dentith and so on. 
Depending on different understanding and angle to parody, they draw different 
conclusions to the definition of parody.    
 
A unified and explicit definition was not given either by professional reference books 
or by experts in researching parody. Maybe no one could give a clear answer to the 
question. What’s more, satire, another concept that is similar to parody always 
confuses people, for they could not tell the differences between them. Why is it so 
difficult to give a clear definition to parody? What exactly is parody? What’s the 
difference between parody and satire?  
 
1.2 Why Is It Difficult To Define Parody? 
 
Aristotle’s Poetics provides the earliest use of the word parodia (pa???a), which he 
uses it to refer to the earlier writer Hegemon.13 From this fact, we can calculate that 
parody at least lasts for 2500 years from now. For its antiquity, parody experienced 
long history of evolution.   
 
It not only appeared in one single literary form, but almost all literary genres. Parody, 
it is one of the little but important groups of literary-critical terms to have descended 
from the ancient Greeks.14 Just as Martha Bayless15 says that parody is a very 
difficult literary term for people to predict and what’s more is that commenters can 
																																								 																				 	
11 Simon Dentith, Parody 19 (John Drakakis et al. eds., Routledge 2002) (2000). 
12 The Oxford English Dictionary (1598). 
13 Simon Dentith, supra note 11, at 10.  
14 See id. at 6. 
15 Martha Bayless, University of Oregon, Professor: English, published the book: Parody in the Middle Ages: The 
Latin Tradition (University of Michigan Press, 1996).	
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rarely reach a consensus on the definition of parody which is based on its spirit.16 
 
In conclusion, there are mainly two points to define the parody with difficulty. First is 
the aspect of creating. As already said above, the creation of parody has a long history. 
In the west, parody at least has been existed for 2500 years. During the long period, 
the type of parody is not confined to a single scope, but it is active in almost all the 
literary field, either in genre or in form. It is also because the long history of parody in 
the society, many parodies having different external form, appearance and 
characteristics. What’s more is that accompanying the development of parody, many 
derivative works which have relationship with parody having been appeared and all 
these reasons bring difficulties to define parody in a certain way. Second is the aspect 
of theory. From the view of the research in the west, we can see that the research 
about parody has already existed from the period of Aristotle. The discussion and 
related theories about parody has never been interrupted. A coin has its sides, a head 
and a tail. On one hand, the information and research of parody is very ample in the 
west. On the other hand, because of its ample research, there are many disputes about 
the term parody. As Margaret A. Rose17 said that within such a long time, parody had 
already lost the record of its original usage and sense.  
 
According to Michael Spence, there are four aspects of the parodist’s work which 
contribute to the difficulty of understanding the term ‘parody’. First, the relationship 
between a parody and the text upon which it is built varies enormously.18 Second, the 
relationship among satire, irony, burlesque and parody “is a matter of continuing 
debate”. Third, the medium of the parodied material will impact upon the way in 
which the parody is effected.19 Fourth, parodies can be used in many types of social 
contexts. Therefore, the definition of parody is changed time by time and always in an 
unstable state.   
 
1.3 What Exactly Is Parody? 
 
Parody always makes use of the disharmony of narration and the content of the story 
to achieve its aim.20 As mentioned above, parody is a historical concept, which the 
connotation and extension of its concept already changed from the initial concept of 
parody. From the research of parody, we can see in the beginning, parody emphasized 
“imitation”, the factor of “ridiculousness” was integrated in parody around the 16th 
Century.21 At that time, parody is a literary form which its character and standard is 
not good, even has the derogatory sense. However, with the value to rhetoric in 
modern literature and art, parody was used in novel and many other creations, its 
																																								 																				 	
16 程军：《西方文艺批评领域“戏仿”概念的界定》，第 29卷第 6期，第 45页，载《南通大学学报》2013年
11月。 
17 Margaret A. Rose, author of the book Parody: Ancient, Modern and Post-modern.  
18 Michael Spence, supra note 7, at 594. 
19 See id. at 595.	





status and evaluation rose.22 In Bakhtin’s research, he pointed out the importance of 
parody, which parody is one of the main expressions of humorous culture in folk, for 
this kind of literary form can connect the relationship between the officials and 
civilians, which tries to eliminate the gap and opposition between them. The double 
structure of context of parody determines the parody could get the new meaning only 
if it refers to, transforms and imitates the original work.23 Genette regards parody as 
that “a piece of text derives from another existed text”.24 The concept of parody itself 
has been changed in its boundary, but no matter how parody develops in history, the 
two cores in its concept remain unchanged, which are “imitation” and 
“ridiculousness”.25 To sum up, there are three features in each aspect. First, from the 
view of text, parody has the feature of imitation. Second, to the parodist, the creation 
of parody has prerequisite characteristic. This point has the relation with the first point 
of imitation, for the parodist that could recreate the parody is based on the “original 
text”. Third, parody can make difference and the difference need to be found by the 
readers. As well, the difference is originated from the “imitation” and “prerequisite 
characteristic”.26  
 
1.4 Parody and Satire 
 
Parody and satire are two ancient writing techniques and artistic practice. Bakhtin said 
that the concept of parody and satire cannot separate, for almost all the important 
parodies always have the character of satire, as well almost all the satires usually 
connect with the genre and style of parody.27 American scholar Gilber even takes 
parody as one of the main expression forms of satire. Therefore, the more we research 
these two literary forms, the much more confused we will get. So we only look at the 
differences between the two concepts. 
 
The first point of the differences between parody and satire is that the object in two 
literary forms is different. From the appearance, parody points at the original text, 
while satire points at the real life or the world. From the aspect of connotation, the 
aim of parody is at the “inner world”, while satire is at the “external world”. The 
second one is that the attitude to the object is different. Although both of them have 
the effect of ridicule or criticism, the target of satire is clear and the material satire 
used is outside of the satire itself, while parody, on one hand ridicules or criticizes the 
original text, one the other hand also relies on the original text. Therefore, the relation 
between satire and the object is opposite, but for parody, it is not the pure opposite 
relation, but an interlocutory relation. The third point is that the connotation of comic 











with personal emotion. But the parody is full of happy voice. What’s more is that 
satire is usually something didactic, but parody is more like an intertextual “game”.28 
 
After the case Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music Inc. decided by United States Supreme 
Court, parody has been well recognized as a form of fair use in America. And also 
since that time, the debate between target parody and weapon parody has not been 
stopped. Some people hold the idea that parody ‘targets’ the original work, rather than 
use the work as a weapon to attack a third party or as part of wider social criticism. 
And the latter is often referred to in US cases as ‘satire’.29 In the context of 
intellectual property law, parody can be taken as ‘the imitation of a text for the 
purpose of commenting, usually humorously, upon either that text or something 
else’30 Actually, in the beginning of parody cases in the context of fair use concept, 
the court did not distinguish the concept of parody and satire.31    
 
Although there are several differences between satire and parody, there is no 
absolutely explicit and clear limitation between two concepts.32 Therefore, since we 
actually cannot tell the differences between parody and satire, namely, target and 
weapon parody, how we can clearly tell which parody can be protected under fair use 
doctrine or other way of copyright law.         
 
1.5 The Differences between Literary and Legal Meaning of Parody 
1.5.1 The Legal Meaning of Parody 
 
Copyright law also protects works which we have reason to fear that the second 
author will not be licensed by copyright holders who wish to shield their works from 
criticism.33 Parody could be deemed one of the works said above. In the legal level, 
from the decision by the court, or the legal provision, we can also get some hint in 
understanding the meaning of parody.    
 
According to the said analysis of parody, we can get a general idea of parody that to 
be as a parody, there are some certain elements to be considered under legal 
environment. First, parody should be a transformative work comparing to the original. 
Second, the parodied work should be a well-known work. Third, the purpose of 
parody should satirize, ridicule, critique or comment on the original work. Fourth, as 
opposed to merely alluding to the original to draw attention to the later work there is 
the effect that parody work can draw attention to the latter work. In the famous 
Campbell v. Acuff-Rose case, Supreme Court also described parody’s character that 
“Parody’s humor, or in any event its comment, necessarily springs from recognizable 
																																								 																				 	
28	前引 27，第 63页。	
29 Anna Spies, Revering Irreverence: A Fair Dealing Exception For Both Weapon And Target Parodies, UNSW 
Law Journal Vol. 34(3) 1122, 1122 (2011).  
30 Michael Spence, supra note 7, at 594. 
31	 Cases before Benny case, including Benny case did not clearly distinguish whether the work involved in each 
case was parody or burlesque or satire.  	
32	前引 27，第 64页。	 	
33 Fisher v. Rick Dees, 794 F.2d 432, 437 (1986). 	
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allusion to its object through distorted imitation. Its art lies in the tension between a 
known original and its parodic twin. When parody takes aim at a particular original 
work, the parody must be able to ‘conjure up’ at least enough of that original to make 
the object of its critical wit recognizable.”34 From this description, 4 points can be got. 
First element is humor. Second element is to comment the original. Third element is 
the distorted imitation. Fourth element is to conjure up the original work to the 
readers who have access to the parody. The US Supreme Court also elaborated the 
same standpoint that “For the purposes of copyright law, the nub of the definitions, 
and the heart of any parodist's claim to quote from existing material, is the use of 
some elements of a prior author's composition to create a new one that, at least in part, 
comments on that author's works”.35 In another word, the parodied object should be 
the original text on the legal level, and if the original text was just used as a tool or 
weapon to criticize others, then maybe exception cannot be applicable for parody.   
  
In order to overcome the difficulty in judicial judgment of parody, some countries 
define parody through legislation and judicial decision. For instance, in France, article 
L. 122-5 of the Intellectual Property Code provides that “Once a work has been 
published, the author cannot prevent: 4. Parody, pastiche and caricature, ‘taking into 
account the usage of the genre’.” It defines that there must be some relationship 
between the allusion of protectable parody and the original, but parody should not 
cause any confusion among the public and to some extent, has creativity and 
transformation. Specifically speaking, there are 6 elements to be as a parodic work 
under the French copyright. 1, the applicable objects can be musical composition, 
pastiche, literature, caricature and artistic work. 2, parody must include two parts, 
namely, the spirit part and material part. 3, there must be humorous intention in the 
parody, but there should be no damage to the original author’s moral quality or fame. 
4, it is not significant to the degree of the use of the original work in parody. 5, it 
should be no attempt to pirate the original work in parodist. 6, there should be 
difference between parody and original work so that to avoid the competition between 
two works.36 In Germany, parody is handled by Article 24 fair using under German 
copyright law. The reason of “the inner distance” with the original work is the 
tolerance of parody in copyright field.37   
 
1.5.2 The Literary Meaning of Parody 
 
A parodia is a narrative poem, of moderate length, in the metre and vocabulary of epic 
poems, but treating a light, satirical, or mock-heroic subject.38 However, later on, 
Roman writers, who also use the term and its grammatical cognates to refer to a more 
widespread practice of quotation, not necessarily humorous, in which both writers and 
																																								 																				 	
34 Campbell, 510 U.S. at 588. 
35 Campbell, 510 U.S. at 580.  
36	陈宇翔：《论规范滑稽模仿行为的必要性与对策》，第 6卷第 2期，第 61页，载《太原师范学院学报（社
会科学版）》2007年 3月。	
37	 青木大也｢著作権法におけるパロディの取扱い｣Jurist Number 1449(2013) p59 
38 Simon, supra note 11, at 23.  
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speakers introduce allusions to previous texts.39 According to what Simon said, if 
give parody the definition based on the intertextual stance, he will give parody a 
preliminary definition that “parody includes any cultural practice which provides a 
relatively polemical allusive imitation of another cultural production or practice.”40 
Margaret Rose argues that certain kinds of parodic fiction act as metafictions – i.e., 
that in parodying one text (or kind of text), the parody text holds up a mirror to its 
own fictional practices, so that it is at once a fiction and a fiction about fictions.41 
Another account of parody by Robert Phiddian is that “…all parody refuntions 
pre-existing text(s) and/or discourses, so it can be said that these verbal structures are 
called to the readers’ minds and then placed under erasure. A necessary modification 
of the modification of the original idea is that we must allow the act of erasure to 
operate critically rather than as merely neutral cancellation of its object.”42 The last 
account of parody comes from Linda Hutcheon. She concludes that it is wrong to 
define parody by its polemical relation to the parodied text, since many of the 
contemporary art works that she discusses simply do not have that polemical edge to 
them.43 Back to the opinion of Simon Dentith, that “‘parody’ should be thought of, 
not as a single and tightly definable genre or practice, but as a range of cultural 
practices which are all more or less parodic.”44 Consequently, the understanding and 
definition of parody changed from period to period, from person to person.  
It is impossible to induce from the unnumbered parody examples and phenomena 
from ancient and modern times to get an absolute and general essence or common 
ground for parody, for this kind of essence does not exist. What we can do is to find 
some similarities between to be so-called “parody” works.45    
 
2. Introduction of the Thesis 
2.1 The Aim of the Thesis  
 
Originally, there is no clear statement about what is “parody” either in literary field or 
in legal field. Although the description of parody itself is abundant in the west, still no 
clear definition could be provided. The research of parody culture in Japan and China 
is much less than that of the western countries. However, with the rapid development 
of science and technology and the widespread internet technology or the mobile 
internet, it is getting easier for common people to have access to the information and 
to communicate with each other in the community, so that common people will have 
more ideas to create new works based on the information they have known. Parody is 
one of the products among them.   
  
In copyright law, the final purpose in almost every country is “to contribute to the 
																																								 																				 	
39 See id. at 23. 
40 See id. at 22.  
41 Simon, supra note 11, at 27-28. 
42 Robert Phiddian, Swift’s Parody 13-14 (1995). 
43 See supra note 11, at 30.	
44 See id. at 32. 
45 See id. at 47.  	
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development of culture”46 or “to promote the Progress of Science and Useful Arts”47. 
If new forms of work come out, the copyright law should play its part in harmonizing 
relationship between right and existence of the new work and the previous existing 
work. However, because of the certain special characteristics in some literary works, 
the new forms of the work will cause dispute in copyright law anyhow, for example, 
the said parody. Problems related to parody and corresponding discussion has 
emerged.  
 
The germ of parody lies in the definition of the Greek parodeia, quoted in Judge 
Nelson’s Court of Appeal dissent, as “a song sung alongside another.”48 Either in 
Black’s Law Dictionary or Oxford English Dictionary, the definition of parody could 
be found. In the decision of cases, there are also some similar descriptions or 
definitions to parody.  
 
From each explanation, certain definition is applied neither in literary field nor in 
legal field. However, we can get the elements from those descriptions. That is, a 
parody should include the elements of humor, commenting the original work, 
imitating the original work and conjuring up the original work to the audience.   
 
When speaking of parody, we will immediately think of its distinct character which is 
to “[recall] or conjure up the original in order to parody it”49. In order to realize this 
special character, “some limited taking should be permitted…, in the case of [parody], 
to bring about this recalling or conjuring up of the original”50. On the other hand, it 
should be noted that parody is unlikely to be the subject of a license from the author 
of a serious work,51 for seldom author will allow others to “skewer his own 
property”.52   
 
The conflict that is right in front of us which is that parodist needs to make use of the 
original material to create parody and meanwhile, for the said reason, parodist cannot 
obtain the author’s consent to make use of the original. Therefore, to find the 
substance condition of the application to solve parody problem in the field of 
copyright is necessary. 
 
2.2 The Problem of Parody in the Thesis 
 
In the past, both the consciousness and the technology made common people not 
easily create parody. However, with the rapid development of technology and 
widespread of internet community, common people could easily have access to  
																																								 																				 	
46 Yukifusa OYMA et al., Copyright Law of Japan, 55 (Copyright Research and Information Center (CRIC) 
2011).  
47 Robert, supra note 2, at 540.  
48 Campbell, 510 U.S. at 580.	
49 Robert, supra note 2, at 540.  
50 Columbia Pictures Corporation v. National Broadcasting Co., 137 F. Supp. 348, 350 (1955). 
51 Melville B. Nimmer	et al., Nimmer on Copyright, 13-224.10 (2011). 
52 See id. at 12-225. 
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many copyrighted works and grasp the skill of making use of other’s copyrighted 
works to create their own parodies, the tendency of a large number of the creation of 
parody or the work similar to parody is inevitable. Therefore, no matter the copyright 
law in each country has the preparation or tool to deal with parodic problem or not, 
the fact that to face the large number of parody is inevitable. At that time, we have to 
think about what is parody under the context of copyright law. As mentioned in 
chapter three and chapter four, Japan and China treated parody in a subtle difference. 
There is discussion of whether parody can be treated as derivative work or not. On the 
other hand, discussion of interpreting parody under the quotation of limitations on 
copyright also appeared.  
 
As to the question that parody should be treated as a derivative work or just as itself a 
parody, three countries have their own conditions. In the context of the United States, 
although there was mention of parody as a derivative work, the court did not 
emphasize it and in fact, even if the court thought parody is a type of derivative work, 
it more emphasized parody as a type of criticism and independent type of work. Not 
many discussions on this topic in America. And also, the United States does not 
emphasize the moral rights very much, even if they actually have moral rights. 
Therefore, they can apply fair use doctrine to deal with parody that only considering 
the economic right in copyright law. 
 
In Japan, there is discussion of whether parody could be interpreted through 
derivative work or through the clause of citation from the angle of present copyright 
law. That is to say, under the present Japanese copyright law, actually there is no 
chance for a parody to be treated as an independent type of work. To be as a 
derivative work, 4 elements should be involved according to the court that:  
a) the new work is based on the original work, and  
b) the person who accesses to the new work should perceive the essential 
characteristics of the original expression directly, and  
c) there is modification to the specific expression of the original in the new work, and 
d) the integrity of two works in the essential characteristics of expression should be 
maintained.  
Comparing parody with derivative work, parody meets the first three elements. 
However, it could never meet the last element, for its inherent characteristics. Almost 
most of parodies are to criticize the original work and could not maintain the integrity 
of the original work in parody. Therefore, the court tries to interpret parody through 
the article of citation, but it is because the inherent characteristics in parody, the 
problem of maintaining the right to integrity in the copyrighted holder cannot be 
solved. Since the moral rights are very strong in Japan, the court has to always keep 
that in mind. Therefore, even if the economic rights in parody are not an infringement, 
still the problem of moral rights is left. Consequently, it is not easy for Japan to 
tolerant parody as long as moral rights remain strong in Japan. Since moral rights on 
parody in Japan are very complicated problem, this thesis will only discuss economic 




For China, from the analysis of cases and the comment from scholars, the emphasis 
on moral rights is not very strong and in most situations, we can ignore such kind of 
part in judging parodic cases. However, comparing with the United States, we have a 
stronger consciousness, so it is better for us to strike an average that combing the 
current situation of America and Japan to find the overlap part of parody and 
derivative work and to interpret parody. 
 
No matter we admit it or not, as a form of literature, parody nowadays exists in our 
society. The accompanying problems also exist. The method to judge whether a 
parody is legitimacy or infringement to a copyrighted work will depend on the 
respective country, namely, the United States, Japan and China. 
 
The most approved solution to judge parody could be deemed as fair use doctrine 
which is stipulated in American Copyright Law. But in Japan and China, according to 
the aforesaid, there is no measure of exact mainstream to settle parody problem in the 
cases happened. Although they try to use the existing provisions to interpret parody 
problem, still many questions remain and in fact parody problem still has not been 
solved completely. The different situations of parody in each country will be briefly 
introduced respectively. 
 
2.2.1 The United States 
 
The main solution to parody problem in the United States is fair use doctrine. The first 
relatively formal description of the fair use doctrine case can be traced in Folsom v. 
Marsh case in 1841 and the three elements put forward by Justice Story on fair use 
concept lays the basic understanding and foundation to fair use doctrine for the States 
for the future. Without doubt that early from 1903 there has been already cases about 
the infringement of the imitation or parody of copyrighted work. However, seldom 
cases were appealed specifically by fair use concept. Usually it is said that in 1958, 
Lowe’s v. Columbia Broadcasting System case53 is the first case that the defendant 
defends himself against the infringement of the plaintiff’s copyrighted work by using 
the concept of fair use. This court also uses the said three elements from Justice Story 
in Folsom v. Marsh case54 to judge the infringement of copyright. After the express 
stipulation of fair use doctrine in Copyright Law, the court uses the four factors which 
is prescribed in Title 17 Section 107 in Copyright Law in 1976, nevertheless, the 
Congress indicated that the list of factors in section 107 is illustrative rather than 
exhaustive55 and Section 107 is intended to restate the present judicial doctrine of fair 
use, not to change, narrow, or enlarge it in any way.56 The four factors of fair use 
doctrine continue to judge parody related cases. Since the fair use doctrine is a general 
stipulation of limitations on copyright, the uncertainty and instability factor is very 
																																								 																				 	
53 Lowe’s Incorporated v. Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc., 131 F. Supp. 165 (S. D. Cal. 1955). 	
54 Folsom v. Marsh, 6 Hunt Mer. Mag. 175, 9 F. Cas. 342 (C.C.D. Mass. 1841).   
55 Robert, supra note 2, at 507.  
56 H.R. REP. No. 94-1476, at 66 (1976). 
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strong in case decision. What’s more is that although there are four factors to judge 
parody cases, which the court claims the four factors do not weigh against each other, 
there is doubt if the four factors are really used equally to judge case, especially, in 
this thesis, the parody case. Therefore, there is necessity to examine the method of fair 




Until now, there is no definition of parody like the situation in world level. Also, there 
are not too much cases about parody happened in Japan. So far, there are two cases. 
One is Montage Photo case in 1980, which went to until the Supreme Court. The 
other one is Who Moved My Cheese? case in 2001. Both cases are parody, but one is 
about the photo work, another one is about the novel work. Although the type of the 
work is totally different, according to the analysis of the cases, the decision of the 
second case actually is mainly based on the opinion of the first case. In the first case, 
the Supreme Court applies citation of Article 30 (1)(ii) ((previous copyright law, Law 
No.39, 1899) to interpret parody in the case, and meanwhile, uses Article 18 (previous 
copyright law, Law No.39, 1899) to interpret the moral rights problem in the case. 
The two elements put forward by the Supreme Court are clear distinguishableness and 
relation of main and subordinate. The elements themselves are very difficult to justify 
parody. Based on the decision of an adaptation related case, Esashi Oiwaken case, the 
Supreme Court used the factor of “direct perception of the essential characteristics of 
the form of expression” to judge whether parody is a copyright infringement of the 
original work. And if the essential characteristics of the original work could be 
directly perceived, then the modification by the defendant will infringe the right to 
integrity of the original work. This standard is also used for the similar argument in 
the latter cases, for example, the said second case also used this factor. But, actually 
when the second case happened, the current Copyright Law has been already in 
effective. Either Article 20 paragraph 2 subparagraph 4 or Article 19 paragraph 1 
subparagraph 3 mentions the limitation to moral rights that “the 
modifications …which are deemed unavoidable in the light of the nature of a work as 
well as the purpose and the manner of exploiting it” or “it shall be permissible to omit 
the name of the author…in the light of the purpose and the manner of exploiting his 
work and in so far as such omission is compatible with fair practice,”. In the citation 
article 32 paragraph 1 also mentioned that it shall be permissible to make citation 
according to the purpose of exploiting the original work. However, both of the factors 
which are still applied to parody problem do not take the nature of parody and the 
purpose and manner of exploiting the original work into consideration. In addition, 
the application of citation or adaptation in parody problem is also not clear at present. 
Therefore, there is necessity to investigate the method in judging parody case in 
Japan. 
 




Although until now there is no real parody cases went to the court that some of the 
lawsuits just become reconcilable between the parties, after the parody event, A 
Murder Caused by Mantou, happened in China, it attracted the public attention as well 
as the scholars’ attention. The copyright holder always sues the parodist for infringing 
their right of revision, the right to integrity, the right of reproduction, the right of 
communication through information network, the right of adaptation or the right of 
compilation.57 On one hand, scholars have the concept to use fair use system to 
interpret parody in copyright field. On the other hand, the adaptation is often 
discussed. However, some concepts in China are not very clear. First, the aim of the 
fair use doctrine in the States and fair use system in China is same, but the form is 
different, which the former one is general stipulation and the latter is specific 
stipulation of limitations on copyright, so the way of judging cases with different 
methods will be different. Second, the elements in citation and adaption are not clear 
at present. Third, the essential condition of the application to solve parody is not clear. 
Therefore, the understanding of fair use system in China should be examined and 
based on that, we could know which interpretation is more available in parody case. 
 
2.3 The Method and the Object of Researching Parody 
 
Three countries use three different interpretations and regulations to solve parody 
problem. In this thesis, I use comparative research to analyze the parody problems in 
the United States, Japan and China. Based on the overview of the development and 
understanding to parody and through the parody related cases and events and the 
articles related to the interpretation to parody problems, the regulation to parody is 
trying to be found.  
 
2.4. Structure of Chapters	  
 
This thesis is divided into 5 chapters. Chapter one is the introduction of parody and 
the thesis, discussing about parody itself, which tries to give a comprehensive 
description and understanding both in literary and legal aspects on parody, so that the 
characteristics of parody could be perceived and which describes the framework of 
the thesis as a whole. Chapter two will discuss the cases and legislations and related 
scholar opinions dealing with parody problems in the United States. Chapter three 
will discuss the main cases and methods and related articles about parody problems in 
Japan. Chapter four will discuss the methods and related stipulations about parody 
problems in China. Chapter five is a conclusion that concludes the result of this 
research. I presume that the nature and character of parody is to be deemed the 
essential condition when it is judged by the court.  
 












Chapter 2 Fair Use and Parody in U.S. 
 
1. The Introduction of the Aim of Copyright Law in the United States  
 
The American Constitution gives Congress the power to grant authors and inventors 
exclusive rights over their works in order to “promote the Progress of Science and 
useful Arts.” Early in January 1790, President Washington made a speech to Congress 
regarding to the legislation of copyright. He said, “…Nor am I less persuaded that you 
will agree with me in opinion, that there is nothing which can better deserve your 
patronage than the promotion of science and literature. Knowledge is, in ever country, 
the surest basis of public happiness. In one in which the measures of government 
receive their impression so immediately from the sense of the community as in ours, I 
is proportionably essential. To the security of a free constitution it contributes in 
various ways: By convincing those who are intrusted with the public administration 
that every valuable end of government is best answered by the enlightened confidence 
of the public; and by teaching the people themselves to know and to value their own 
rights; to discern and provide against invasions of them; to distinguish between 
oppression and the necessary exercise of lawful authority; between burthens 
proceeding from a disregard to their convenience, and those resulting from the 
inevitable exigencies of society; to discriminate the spirit of liberty from that of 
licentiousness, cherishing the first, avoiding the last, and uniting a speedy but 
temperate vigilance against encroachments, with an inviolable respect to the laws.”58  
 
The words which were addressed by president reveal profoundly the legislator’s aim 
in copyright to us that the promotion of culture and the right of public is superior to 
the protection of the author. Material that is considered parody is also considered 
artistic expression, and as expression or speech, it is therefore protected by the First 
Amendment.59 Also in Berlin v. E. C. Publications, Inc., it mentioned that “[f]or, as a 
general proposition, we believe that parody and satire are deserving of substantial 
freedom— both as entertainment and as a form of social and literary criticism.”60 We 
could see from the initial aim of the Copyright Act of the U.S. and the character of 
parody possessed, it could be protectable under the First Amendment since it is 
considered as artistic expression. 
 
Although the focal points of protection in copyright among China and Japan and the 
																																								 																				 	
58 T. Solberg, Copyright In Congress 1789-1904 115 (Copyright Office Bulletin No.8 1905).  
59 Sara M. Foskitt, Questioning Parody as A Defense, 10 DePaul-LCA J. Art & Ent. L. 451, 452 (1999-2000). 
60 Berlin et al. v. E.C. Publications, Inc., 329 F.2d 541, 545 (2d Cir. 1964). 
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States are different, they have the same ultimate aim that “to promote the Progress of 
Science and useful Arts.”, which the beginning article of related intellectual property 
law or copyright law in each country clearly stipulated.61  
 
2. Fair Use Doctrine 
 
Based on the aforesaid aim, the States established fair use doctrine to balance the 
protection and limitation of copyright. Parody problem under the States now is solved 
through fair use doctrine. The first time the Supreme Court reviewed a parody case in 
the context of fair use was in Benny v. Loew’s, Inc. in 1958.62 After twice major 
revisions of copyright respectively in 1909 and 1976 and it is in 1976 that fair use 
doctrine is formally stipulated in Section 107 Title 17 of Copyright Law. Four factors 
are provided as follows: 
 
§107. Limitation on exclusive rights: Fair use. 
Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 106 and 106A, the fair use of a 
copyrighted work, including such use by reproduction in copies or phonorecords or by 
any other means specified by that section, for purposes such as criticism, comment, 
news reporting, teaching (including multiple copies for classroom use), scholarship, 
or research, is not an infringement of copyright. In determining whether the use made 
of a work in any particular case is a fair use the factors to be considered shall 
include— 
1) the purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of a commercial 
nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes;  
2) the nature of the copyrighted work;  
3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted 
work as a whole; and  
4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted work. 
The fact that a work is unpublished shall not itself bar a finding of fair use if such 
finding is made upon consideration of all the above factors. 
 
On one hand, in the copyright law of the United States, it prescribes the exclusive 
rights in copyrighted works in Section 106 Title 17 and the beginning of the section is 
as follows, “subject to sections 107 through 122, the owner of copyright under this 
title has the exclusive rights to do and to authorize any of the following”. That is to 
say, although the aim of the copyright law “is granted requires that the public be 
permitted to make any and all uses of the copyright material, except for the limited 
monopoly granted to the author, for a limited time, to publish, vend, etc.”63, the fair 
use does not belong to this scope, it still lists 6 types of rights which is exclusive to 
																																								 																				 	
61 Article 1 …… and thereby to contribute to the development of culture. (Copyright Law of Japan); Article 
1 …… and promoting the progress and flourishing of socialist culture and sciences. (Copyright Law of the 
People’s Republic of China);Article I, Section 8, Clause 8 …… To promote the progress of science and useful arts, 
by securing for limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their respective writings and 
discoverires. (U.S. Constitution) 	 	 	 	
62 Lisa M. Babiskin, Oh, Pretty Parody: Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music, Inc., 08HarvJLTech 193, 198 (1994). 
63 Ralph R. Shaw, Literary Property in the United States 67 (1950). 
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the owner of copyright, such as reproduce the copyrighted work, to make the 
derivative work, to distribute the work, to perform some certain works in the public, 
to perform some certain works through digital audio transmission in the public. On 
the other hand, from section 107 to 122, it not only prescribes the article of general 
limitations on exclusive rights, but also the specific ones to balance the rights between 
the owner of the copyright and the interests of the public. 
 
Fair use may be defined as the type of partial copying or publishing of works 
protected by statutory copyright, which is not infringement because it is essential if 
the public is to obtain any benefit from granting a monopoly to authors.64 The 
difference between “infringement” and “fair use” is a matter of purpose, degree and 
effect of the copying, rather than copying or publishing such.65 According to Ralph 
that the main problem between them is the balance of “what the author must dedicate 
to society in return for his statutory copyright” and “what society has promised the 
author in terms of protection of his exclusive right to make merchandise of the 
product of his intellectual work.”66   
  
Fair use doctrine once was said to be “One of the most difficult questions which can 
well arise for judicial consideration.”67 Fair use is technically an infringement of 
copyright, but is allowed by law on the ground that the appropriation is reasonable 
and customary.68 It is known that the initial concept of the doctrine of fair use 
originated from the experience of the courts. We can make out that this doctrine went 
through the evolution from case law to statute, until it was written in the Title 17 of 
the United States Code in 1976.  
 
Actually, the concept of fair use was first appeared in British case law. In the early 
stage, Britain justice already noticed the rationality of using other’s work without 
permission. The principle of this concept is that the latter writer should have the aim 
of creating new work with good faith. From 1740 to 1839, they accomplished the 
process of changing the concept from the initial “fair abridgement” concept to “fair 
dealing” concept. In 1803, the court verdict of Carey v. Kearsley69 case played a key 
role in developing the theory of fair use concept. This was an action on the case, for 
infringing the plaintiff’s copyright, in an Itinerary, or Book of Roads, of which the 
plaintiff claimed to be the proprietor.70 Lord Ellenborough in the case explicitly 
comments that a man may fairly adopt part of the work of another that he may so 
make use of another’s labors for the promotion of science, and the benefit of the 
public, of which the matter so taken used fairly without animus furandi and upon 
which a totally new creation is made. The later statement of “fair use” originated from 
																																								 																				 	
64 See id. at 67. 
65 See id. at 67. 	
66 See id. at 67. 
67 Lawrence v. Dana et al., 15 Fed.Cas. 26, No. 8136 (C.C.D. Mass. Sept. 20, 1869). 
68 Horace G. Ball et al., The Law of Copyright and Literary Property 260 (Banks and Company, 1944). 
69 Carey v. Kearsley, 4 Esp. 168 (K.B. 1803). 
70 See id. 
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this case.71       
 
The justices in Britain established a series of rules during the trials, which allowed the 
latter user to use the author’s work without authority. During those years, the concept 
about fair use doctrine of the British justices became maturer and they noticed that the 
prerequisites to fair use is that the author’s rights must be respected which meant that 
the new work shouldn’t supersede the market of the original and the copying amount 
should be limited within a certain range and the value of the used work must be given 
a big consideration.72 Until 1911, fair use system was written as statute in Britain. 
They drafted the scope, function and jurisprudence of fair dealing.  
 
The aforesaid U.S. fair use doctrine is stipulated in Section 107 Title 17 and 
prescribes four factors in it. The first relatively formal description of the doctrine can 
be traced in a case of involving the copying of the private letters of George 
Washington in 1841 by Justice Joseph Story.  
 
It is generally recognized that through this case, the States systematically represented 
its understanding about fair use doctrine for the first time.  
 
In this case, plaintiff Jared Sparks was the author of a work entitled ‘The Writings of 
George Washington’, consisting 12 volumes, 6763 pages. The defendant Marsh, with 
knowing that the said Sparks held copyright of the said work, published and exposed 
to sale and sold a book in 2 volumes, 866 pages, entitled ‘The Life of Washington in 
the Form of an Autobiography, the narrative being to a great extent conducted by 
himself, in extracts and selections from his own writings, with portraits and oter 
engravings’. After the ascertainment of two aforesaid works by judge, the results is as 
follows: In the defendants’ work, there are 353 pages which correspond with the 
passages in the plaintiff’s work, of which 319 pages have never appeared in print 
before the publication of the plaintiffs’ work and the remaining 34 pages have 
appeared before. The whole 353 pages are taken from the last eleven volumes of the 
plaintiffs’ work. Of the aforesaid 319 pages, 64 pages are found to be official letters 
and documents and 255 pages to be private. Of the aforesaid 34 pages, 15 pages are 
private and 19 pages to be official. The gravamen is that the defendant has used the 
letters of Washington, and inserted, verbatim, copies thereof from the collection of Mr. 
Sparks.73             
 
Related to the problem of fair use, i.e., whether the defendant’s act should be 
recognized as no infringement of the copyright of the plaintiffs, under the occasion 
that the defendant truly used a large portion of the original work, in the case, Justice 
Story comments that not like patent case, what constitutes an infringement of a 
patented invention is sufficiently clear and obvious, in cases of copyright, the lines 
																																								 																				 	
71 吴汉东：《著作权合理使用制度研究》，第 19页，中国政法大学出版社 2005年版。 
72 吴汉东：《论合理使用》，第 4期（总第 99期），第 44页，载《法学研究》1995年。 
73 Folsom, 9 F. Cas. at 345.	
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approach very near to each other, and sometimes become almost evanescent, or melt 
into each other. Therefore, the identity of two works and the question of piracy often 
depend upon a nice balance of the comparative use made in one of the materials of the 
other; the nature, extent, and value of the materials thus used; the objects of each 
work; and the degree to which each writer may be fairly presumed to have resorted to 
the same common sources of information, or to have exercised the same common 
diligence in the selection and arrangement of the materials.74 He continues to gives us 
example that if a reviewer citing largely from the original work for the purposes of 
fair and reasonable criticism, then no one can doubt his fairness in using the original; 
whereas, if the reviewer cited the most important parts of the original, with a view, 
not to criticize, but to supersede the use of the original work, and substitute the review 
for it, then such a use will be deemed in law a piracy.75   
 
The contradictory and difficult point in the case is that although the defendant used 
the letters in plaintiffs’ work, it is an original and new work. Hence, in no just sense, 
we determine that the defendant’s action constitutes a piracy of the work of the 
plaintiffs. The question for the court will be whether the defendant’s action is 
justifiable use of the original materials or not. Since large amount original material is 
taken by the defendant, adverting to the quantity point, Story again said that “we must 
often, in deciding question of this sort, look to the nature and objects of the selections 
made, the quantity and value of the materials used, and the degree in which the use 
may prejudice the sale, or diminish the profits, or supersede the objects, of the 
original work.” Although in the conclusion, Story had no doubt that it was an invasion 
of the plaintiffs’ copyright, but it was deemed a perfectly lawful and justifiable use of 
the plaintiffs’ work. The reason is that if the defendant may take the plaintiffs’ work, 
then other person could also take it, and thereby the plaintiffs’ copyright would be 
totally destroyed. In addition, the letters that the defendant used are not abbreviated or 
select passages which are taken from particular letters in the plaintiff’s work, but the 
entire letters which constitute more than one third of his work, nay, the essential part. 
Consequently, Story court decides the infringement of the plaintiffs’ copyright.       
 
Although in the case, Story at least addressed 5 times about what should be 
considered as to the question of lawful abridgment of other’s work, he still comments 
that what constitutes a fair and bona fide abridgment of the original, it is one of the 
most difficult points in the sense of the law, which can well arise for judicial 
discussion. 
  
Not only Justice Story gave the factors to consider fair use related cases, but also 
some other scholars summarize instructive principle of fair use into 8 factors, 1, the 
form of the materials used; 2, the aim of the materials used; 3, the effect of the 
materials used to original work; 4, the intellectual labor bestowed in creating the new 
work; 5, the profit gained by using other’s materials; 6, the nature of the new work 
																																								 																				 	
74 See id. at 344. 
75 See id. 	
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through the use of other’s work; 7, the quantity of the materials used; 8, the value of 
the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole.76 
 
At all events, even under the circumstances that Story admits the defendant’s action a 
perfectly lawful and justifiable use of the plaintiffs’ copyright, finally he gives the 
judgment that it is an invasion of the plaintiffs’ copyright. According to his statement, 
the key point to result in opposite decision is the factor that the degree in which the 
use may prejudice the sale, or diminish the profits, or supersede the objects, of the 
original. 
 
To analyze this case at length is because this case is the first time that justice gives, 
relatively speaking, a criteria and basic concept on judging fair use related cases. 
Under the influence and promotion of Justice Story, American court further deepens 
the “fair use” doctrine which came from British case law.77 And also, in this case, 
there are large amount of using the original work, which such situation also happens 
in parody cases. 
 
3. Parody Cases in U.S. Court 
 
There are arguments or reasons why parody can get “special” treatment in the law of 
intellectual property. Spence summarizes the possible reasons as follows, parody as a 
distinctive genre in literature, considering parody with market failure, parody as a 
transformative use and considering parody from the angle of freedom of expression. 
Specifically many people hold the last reason, namely, the freedom of expression to 
be the strongest reason to allow parody in copyright law in the United States. 
However, Spence said in his article that “because of the decision of the Supreme 
Court in Harper & Row Publisher Inc. v. Nation Enterprises”, this reason seems not 
important “in discussion of copyright parody”. In Harper case, the court put forward 
their decision that “in view of the First Amendment protections already embodied in 
the Copyright Act’s distinction between copyrightable expression and 
uncopyrightable facts and ideas, and the latitude for scholarship and comment 
traditionally afforded by fair use, we see no warrant for expending the doctrine of fair 
use to create what amounts to a public figure exception to copyright.” 78 The 
statement shows that “free speech values are adequately protected by copyright law 
and the there is no need for a defence to copyright infringement based on respect for 
free speech over and above the normal rules concerning fair use.”79 The Court points 
out that “The essential thrust of the First Amendment is to prohibit improper restraints 
to the voluntary public expression of ideas…”. Actually, in the old Copyright Law of 
Japan, the scholar also gives his interpretation on the meaning of freedom of 
expression, which “merely to create original novel is outside the area of law and it 
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cannot say as freedom yet”.80 Therefore, the freedom of expression on the problem of 
parody still needs to be discussed.   
 
We will directly look the precedent cases in the court. Before Benny case which will 
be discussed below, there are already cases related to parody or cases which are akin 
to parody or burlesque, such as imitation, mimicry. Therefore, the attempt to defend 
against copyright infringement by the claim that the infringing work was ‘merely a 
parody or burlesque’ is not new.81 Such an attempt has been disposed of, not by 
determining whether the alleged infringing use was an imitation or parody, but by 
ascertaining whether it amounted to a taking of substantial, copyrighted material.82 
For at that time, ‘a parodized or burlesqued taking is treated no differently from any 
other appropriation’.83  
 
Strictly speaking, Benny case is the first case that the defendant defends himself not 
infringing plaintiff’s copyrighted work, for the concept of fair use. Also, it is for the 
first time that the court encounters novel questions in the law of literary property that 
whether a burlesque or a parody, which takes a substantial part of a copyrighted 
motion picture, is fair use or not.  Therefore, we say this is the first case about 
parody and fair use in American legal history. 
 
3.1 Cases before Benny Case 
 
Benny case is the first case confronting whether substantial taking can be deemed as 
fair use for the reason of parody, but is not the first case that the defendant defends 
against copyright infringement by the claim that the infringing work was ‘merely a 
parody or burlesque’.84  
 
3.1.1 Nixon Case 
 
The defense of mimicking or parodying a copyrighted work has already claimed early 
in 1903 in a case, Bloom v. Nixon. It is a case about a copyrighted song ‘Sammy’ sung 
by an actress in an extravaganza ‘The Wizard of Oz’ with some certain usual gestures, 
postures and other artistical effects, which the defendant imitates those gestures, 
postures and uses only the chorus of the song. 
 
The question to the court is that whether the defendant’s performance violates the 
stipulation that any person ‘publicly performing or representing any dramatic or 
musical composition for which a copyright has been obtained, without consent of the 
proprietor of said dramatic or musical’85 and is an infringement of the copyright. 
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The court holds that in this case, no detailed words or music are involved and the 
defendant only uses the chorus of the song as a vehicle for the imitation to mimic the 
gestures and posture of the plaintiff. The things imitated by the defendant are only the 
plaintiff’s special action, gestures, etc. which are not copyrightable and ‘the chorus of 
the song is a mere vehicle for carrying the imitation along’86. Actually, this opinion is 
quite consistent with that of the origin of the word parody. The word ‘parody’ comes 
from paroidia, deriving from ‘para’ and ‘ode’. ‘Para’ means beside, alongside or near, 
‘Ode’ means song. The usual translation therefore is ‘a song sung alongside another’ 
and implies comparison between the parody and its original.87Another matter pointed 
out by the court is the good faith in using the plaintiff’s work to establish the parody. 
The good faith refrains the defendant from just taking the plaintiff’s intellectual fruit 
to make his own work without hard-working. The third point is that there is no 
overlapping part between two works, which the public who want to listen the 
plaintiff’s song still need to attend the performance of the extravaganza, even if they 
already listened the defendant’s mimicry. Therefore, the defendant’s work does not 
substitute the market of the plaintiff’s. 
 
There is no violation of copyright, since the defendant actually only imitates the 
singer herself and her characteristics in the performance, not exactly the copyrighted 
song itself.  
 
3.1.2 Minzensheimer Case and Luby Case 
 
Follow on, 6 years later two cases about parody happened. One is Green v. 
Minzensheimer case, another one is Green v. Luby case. In the Minzensheimer case, 
the plaintiff has the dramatic right in his work ‘Redhead’. One the other hand, the 
defendant imitates the voice, postures and mannerisms of the plaintiff over one verse 
and the chorus of ‘Redhead’ without musical accompaniment. Therefore, no 
infringement could be found in this case, since no music is used in a work of musical 
composition. One more point is that the defendant also mentions the plaintiff’s name 
before giving the performance. The situation in the present case is very similar to 
Bloom & Hamlin v. Nixon case. 
 
In the same year, the second case about imitation, the Luby case is brought to court. 
This is a case about a copyrighted song, ‘I’m a Bringing up the Family’, which is sung 
be the defendant. Although the performance aim and effect showing to the audience 
by the defendant in the present case are almost the same as that in the Minzensheimer 
case, for example, Luby also just wants to imitate the plaintiff’s special mannerism to 
the audience, the defendant sings the whole copyrighted song in order to imitate the 
singer with the musical accompaniment. However the court does not think ‘it is 
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necessary to sing the whole of a copyrighted song’88 here. Namely, the defendant 
takes more than necessary to accomplish his work. Consequently, it is hard for the 
court to enter judgment for the defendant. 
 
To sum up, the common points in the aforesaid cases which is not infringement are 
that the defendants do not take the plaintiffs’ copyrighted material more than 
necessary to achieve their aim to create the new work. Specifically, in Nixon case the 
defendant just takes the copyrighted chorus part, and in Minzensheimer case the 
defendant performs his own work without using the original musical accompaniment. 
Namely, the defendants do not take the substantial part of the original and do not 
make the taken part as the substantial part of their own works. 
 
3.1.3 Hill Case 
 
The case is about two cartoon figures ‘Mutt’ and ‘Jeff’ that are from the copyrighted 
cartoon by Mr. Bishop who gives the dramatic right to the plaintiff as an exclusive 
licensee. On the other hand, the defendant also arranges a dramatic performance in 
which two personages are called as ‘Nutt’ and ‘Giff’ and some important direct 
quotations are made from the original. However, the defendant defends that his work 
is “a mere parody or burlesque of the original”.89  
 
Justice Rose admitted that “a copyrighted work is subject to fair criticism” and 
“quotations may be made from it”, although “it is not always easy to say where the 
line should be drawn between the use which for such purpose is permitted and that 
which is forbidden.”90 In the present case, the court goes a further step and a more 
detailed test to check if there is infringement or not than what is put forward in Nixon 
case91 that “whether or not so much as had been reproduced as will materially reduce 
the demand for the original.”92 Further more, the court gives the explanation to the 
word “reduce” that “the reduction in demand, to be a ground of complaint, must result 
from the partial satisfaction of that demand by the alleged infringing production.”93  
 
According to the defendant’s representation in the instant case, the court finds people 
who saw the defendant’s performance, would little desire to see the plaintiff’s work. 
As said before, because of the defendant’s work, the demand to the plaintiff’s 
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copyrighted work is greatly reduced, the court holds for the plaintiff. 
 
3.2 The First Parody and Fair Use Case in U.S. 
 
After looked at the cases that the defendant only claim the infringing work was 
“merely a parody or burlesque”, in this part the defendant claimed parody work was 
not an infringement of the original work through fair use doctrine. 
   
3.2.1 Benny Case 
 
The case is appealed until the Superior Court, although the rehearing is denied on 
April 14, 1958. 
 
The plaintiff (hereinafter, referred to as Loew’s) is the copyright owner of a motion 
picture, which is based on the adaptation of an original drama named as “Gas Light” 
or “Angel Street”, entitled “Gas Light” and the defendant (hereinafter, referred to as 
Benny) is a performer in the field of comedy, who is one of the leading roles in a 
television show entitled “Auto light”, which is a burlesque or parody of Loew’s 
motion picture “Gas Light”.  
 
The main dispute and discussion is about whether the content Benny used is a 
substantial part in relation to the copyrighted work or not and if such use can be 
deemed as a fair use, by reason of the fact that the material which they appropriated 
from Loew’s copyrighted work was used in the creation of a parody. 
 
As to the district court, for the first step, based on a about six points comparison 
between two works, they draw a conclusion that important elements in both stories are 
same or practically identical, for instance, the locale, the main setting, the characters, 
the development of the story and the treatment (except that the defendant’s treatment 
is burlesque) and also they find a detailed borrowing of much of dialogue with some 
variation in wording. And based on this conclusion, they estimate that “there has been 
a substantial taking by defendants from the plaintiffs’ copyrighted property.”94 
Although not all the six points are protectible according to the copyright dualistic 
theory, some points of which the court compared can be deemed as expression that 
should be protected under copyright law. Hence, until here, it will be very clear to the 
court that the defendants’ action is an infringement of plaintiffs’ copyrighted work, 
for taking the substantial part of Loew’s. However, as to this case, court cannot stop 
here, for the defendants have the defense of burlesque as a fair use. 
 
Therefore, on the basis of the fact of substantial taking of the plaintiffs’, the court 
enters into the second stage of analyzing fair use. Here we can again find that “fair 
use is technically an infringement of copyright”.95 The court discusses several 
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matters in this part. According to the analysis from the court, we can some 
implications of what should be considered on this topic. First, as to fair use doctrine 
itself, court holds the opinion that the doctrine permits writers to use even the 
identical words of earlier copyrighted works dealing with the same subject matter. 
This basic idea gives the room for some extent copying of plaintiff’s work. But the 
purpose of such usage should be the advancement of learning, rather than only for the 
commercial gain. For example the criticism is one of important and proper exercises 
of fair use96 The court quotes a statement, which is given by Judge Yankwich that “If 
the amount reproduced is legitimately necessary to review the book, or is a part of a 
scientific or other exposition of the subject, in which the theories expounded by others 
must be discussed, the use, regardless of quantity, is fair. If, on the other hand, the 
appropriation of the copyrighted product of another is motivated by the desire to 
derive commercial benefit, the use, regardless of quantity, is unfair.”97 to conclude 
that the impact of commercialism on the doctrine of fair use is obviously important. 
Second, when two copyrighted works meet exactly the same demand on the same 
market, it can be deemed as unfair use, however, the fair use can still exist, even if 
there is business competition between the said two works (but the fair use would be 
narrowed). That is to say the market demand to plaintiff’s copyrighted work cannot be 
superseded by defendant’s work. The third is good faith. Actually, usually only the 
extent of use has been questioned when the question related to a fair comment or 
burlesque was occurred before. But when involving parody problem, scholar Spring 
states that “the element of good faith is essential in parody.”98 
 
Finally, the court enters the core point, which is whether the substantial taking by use 
of burlesque constitutes infringement or not. Through comparison of economic value 
of two works, they find that Loew’s expenditure in production and distribution of his 
work far exceeds that of the defendant’s. And the aim of Benny is engaged in active 
competition with the plaintiff’s work. Therefore, the taking was for commercial gain 
for use in a competing entertainment field.99 As a matter of fact, no case can be found 
the wholesale copying of copyrighted material can ever fair use100.  
 
Eventually, the court concludes that that parodized or burlesque taking is to be treated 
no differently from any other appropriation; that, as in all other cases of alleged taking, 
the issue becomes first one of fact, i.e., what was taken and how substantial was the 
taking; and if it is determined that there was a substantial taking, infringement 
exists.101 Consequently, since in the first step, the infringement judgment has been 
already decided, the decision is for the plaintiff in this case in the first instance. 
  
In other words, once the taking was a substantial one, the infringement will exist. The 
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court does not take the nature of the defendant’s work into consideration. However, 
early in Folsom case, Justice Story already put forward that when determine verbatim 
copying cases, much must “depend upon the nature of the new work, the value and 
extent of the copies, and the degree in which the original authors may be injured 
thereby”102. However, in the instant case, the concept of the nature of the new work is 
totally ignored. 
 
To sum up, to determine such cases, the aforesaid three points should be taken into 
consideration. And also, one point should be noticed is that, in the present case, the 
Justice also takes the idea that the defendant can make use of the abundant material in 
public domain in order to complete his new work. This kind of suggestion was also 
given by Japanese court in Montage Photo case. In fact, the decision of the court does 
not say that the defendant cannot use the plaintiff’s work, but only want to say that 
“the [user or taker] to the copyright may not appropriate the whole or a substantial 
part of the copyrighted material.” 
 
In the appeal court, the judge almost takes the same opinion with the district court and 
emphasizes the key point in the case that one cannot copy the substance of another’s 
work without infringing his copyright.103 In addition, the judge states that to consider 
the present case, the facts themselves are most important,104 namely, the decision of 
each case should be determined case by case. As to fair use concept, the court states 
that without alteration, and without independent research, the user will violate the 
rights of the copyright owner105.   
 
Either the district court or the appeal court has the same opinion on the case and 
judgment for plaintiff. 
 
3.2.2 Columbia Picture Case 
 
In 1955, the same year of the first instance of the Benny case is held, another case 
about parody case is brought to the court, i.e., Columbia Pictures Corporation v. 
National Broadcasting Co.. The case is also about a conflict between a motion picture 
and a television show. Columbia picture case is a counterpart of Benny case, since the 
court holds for the defendant. The main reason for the reverse judgment is that in the 
instant case, “unlike Benny case, here there was a taking of only sufficient to cause 
the viewer to recall and conjure up the original. This is necessary element of 
burlesque.”106    
 
Based on the findings of fact prepared and conclusions of law by the defendant, the 
court finally holds for the defendant. At the same time, the court suggests principles to 
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determine the problem of which on one hand burlesque can be clearly deemed as 
plagiarism, on the other hand, if the material taken by the defendant was not 
protectable and was not substantial, there would be no infringement of copyright. 
these principles are as follow. First, the more similar the characters in two works (the 
plaintiff’s work and the defendant’s work), the stricter the line will be drawn. Second, 
since the basic function of burlesque is to conjure up the original, some limited taking 
should be permitted under the doctrine of fair use. Third, burlesque may take some 
unprotectible material from the original, such as the locale, the theme. Fourth, under 
the doctrine of fair use, burlesque may take the amount a little bit more than usually 
permitted, but still cannot take the substantial part. Fifth, there is still a risk to be 
determined as infringement of copyright for taking substantial part, even though 
burlesque takes the unprotectible material, but takes more than permitted. Sixth, 
Justice Carter does not hold burlesque as a defense, which means the Justice still 
holds the same purpose as that in the Benny case, namely, ‘a parodized or burlesque 
taking is to be treated no differently from any other appropriation’107. The reason for 
this purpose is the possibility of reducing the creation and investment of original 
work. 
 
In the finds of fact, the defendant, based on various precedent cases, summarizes that 
“The copyright owner’s protectible property consists in the development, treatment 
and expression given in the copyrighted work to such element.”108; on the other hand, 
elements such as the title, the theme, the locale and settings, the ‘situations’, 
ordinarily the characters, the ideas and bare basic plots have the possibility to be not 
protectible.”  Although certain extent material can be taken by the defendant, the 
defendant again restates and emphasizes the main purpose which also appears in 
Benny case that “Since a burlesque must make a sufficient use of the original to recall 
or conjure up the subject matter being burlesqued, the law permits more extensive use 
of the protectible portion of a copyrighted work in the creation of a burlesque of that 
work than in the creation of other fictional or dramatic works not intended as a 
burlesque of the original…….[but only] some small and unsubstantial part [ can be 
taken].”109 The statement is also proved by the said second principle by the court, 
which means the court still adheres to the principle of no more than substantial part, 
but gives somewhat special consideration to the character of burlesque other than 
other works. 
  
3.3 Cases after 1976   
 
As mentioned before, fair use doctrine was stipulated in the copyright of the United 
States since 1976. Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music usually is deemed as the most 
important case which is related to parody after Section 107 was in Copyright Act. 
Before the Campbell decision, courts generally focused on the degree of similarity 
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between a parody and its object, ignoring the rationale of fair use.110  
 
3.3.1 Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music, Inc. Case 
 
The first time the Supreme Court settled parody case in the context of fair use is in 
Benny v. Loew’s case in 1958. The court all refused to measure parody by a different 
yardstick than other forms of criticism which could constitute fair use.111 The court 
decided that Benny had borrowed too much from the plaintiff’s work and therefore 
infringed the copyright. After almost 40 year, the Supreme Court for the second time 
to address an affirmative defense of fair use to copyright suit in the context of parody 
in	Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music, Inc.112. This case experienced three instances until 
Supreme Court. The final result in Supreme Court is that the court reversed the 
decision of the Court of Appeal and had the same opinion with the District Court that 
the defendant’s use was a fair use. 
 
During these 40 years, in 1976, fair use doctrine is formally stipulated in the 
Copyright Act, although the Congress expressly stated that the provision of section 
107 was to “restate the present judicial doctrine of fair use, not to change, narrow, or 
enlarge it in any way”113 and intended that courts continue the common-law tradition 
of fair use adjudication.114 After the stipulation of fair use doctrine, the most familiar 
and famous parody related case is known as Acuff- Rose Music v. Campbell case115.  
 
3.3.1.1 Facts  
 
This is a case between a song, named “Oh, Pretty Woman” and a parody, named 
“Pretty Woman”. The original song is created by Roy Orbison and William Dees in 
1964 and assigned their rights in the song to the plaintiff of the present case 
Acuff-Rose Music in the same year. Therefore, the plaintiff had the copyright of the 
song in 1964. Later on, on July 5, 1989, the plaintiff received a letter which is from 
the defendant, 2 Live Crew that they informed the plaintiff that they wanted to parody 
“Oh, Pretty Woman”, the copyrighted song with informing that they would afford all 
credit for ownership and authorship of the original song to the plaintiff. The plaintiff 
clearly rejected the request and informed that “we cannot permit the use of a parody 
of ‘Oh, Pretty Woman.’”116 However, on July 15, 1989, the defendant released one 
record albums including the parody “Pretty Woman” with showing the 
acknowledgement of Orbison and Dees as the author of “Oh, Pretty Woman” and the 
plaintiff as the publisher on both the cover and inside of the compact disc. On June 18, 
1990, the plaintiff sued the defendant for copyright infringement.  
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The plaintiff held that the lyrics in the parody “are not consistent with good taste or 
would disparage the future value of the copyright.”117 Another reason is that the 
plaintiff held that both the melody and the lyrics of the first verse of the defendant’s 
music are substantial similar to the plaintiff’s copyrighted song. However, the 
defendant argued that their work is a parody “that constitutes fair use”118 under 
Section 107 Title 17 of the United States Copyright Act.        
 
The question which has relation to this thesis in the present case is “whether ‘Pretty 
Woman’ constitutes fair use of the copyrighted material pursuant to 17 U.S.C.§107”. 
 
As to this question, the case experienced three instances until the Supreme Court. The 
decision of each instance will be analyzed respectively. 
 
3.3.1.2 Decision of Each Court 
 
3.3.1.2.1 The District Court 
 
According to the premise that “[the] fair use has been defined as the ‘privilege in 
others than the owner of a copyright to use the copyrighted material in a reasonable 
manner without his consent.’”, even if “the monopoly [is] granted to the [copyrighted] 
owner”119, the District Court moved to the fair use analysis.  
 
The first factor the court analyzed is the purpose and character of the use. The court 
clearly stated that the “[congress] has listed parody as one of those activities that 
might qualify for the fair use exception”120 that “give some idea of the sort of 
activities the courts might regard as fair use under the circumstances: ‘…use in a 
parody of some of the content of the work parodied…’”121 However, although the 
defendant’s use of the copyrighted work is of a commercial nature, “that finding ‘does 
not necessarily negate a fair use determination…’”122 Since the important distinction 
of commercial or uncommercial is whether “the user stands to profit from exploitation 
of the copyrighted material without paying the customary price” 123  Although 
according to the purpose that the defendant is to parody the copyrighted work and 
many parodies have the nature of social commentary rather than attempt to make 
profit from the plaintiff’s original work and “it is apparent that [the defendant] has 
created a comic parody of [the original work]”, the court still cannot determine the 
finding of a parody does necessarily is a finding of fair use. 
 
The second factor the court analyzed is the nature of the copyrighted work. About this 
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factor, the court did not spend much amount to analyze it. Since it is apparent that the 
plaintiff’s work is “a published work, with creative roots,”124 this factor is in favor of 
the plaintiff. 
 
The third factor is the amount of quotation. It is clear that the defendant copied the 
plaintiff’s work and there is similarity between the two works. However, the judgment 
of substantial similarity should also take consideration of the first factor.125 The court 
first confirmed that “the parodists have the right to conjure up the object of the 
parody.”126 And then it cited the statement in Berlin, 329 F. 2d 541, that if “the 
parody has neither the intent nor the effect of fulfilling the demand for the original, 
and where the parodist does not appropriate a greater amount of the original work 
than is necessary to ‘recall or conjure up’ the object of his satire, a finding of 
infringement would be improper.”127 Therefore, in the present case, the court held 
that the defendant did not take too much than necessary to conjure up the original 
work and because its purpose is to parody, it is appropriate for the defendant to take 
reasonable material from the original work to accomplish its parodic purpose.  
 
The fourth factor is the effect on the market. According to the precedent, the court 
cited the Supreme Court’s statement in Harper & Row case to describe the fourth 
factor as “the single most important element of fair use.”128 With respect to the 
present case, the fourth factor is for the defendant. The reason is that “it is extremely 
unlikely that 2 Live Crew’s song could adversely affect the market for the original”129, 
since the consumers who want to listen to the plaintiff’s work will be impossible to go 
to listen to the defendant’s parody. Another fact is that the copyrighted holder is 
unlike to approve his work to be parodied by himself, so the infringement of the 
so-called “future derivative works, such as a rap version or even their own ‘burlesque’ 
of the Orbison original” is inexistent. The court then determined that the parody 
would not cause harm to the markets for derivative works of the original. 130 
Therefore, the court is for defendant in the fourth factor. 
 
To sum up, first, the parody is included in the scope of fair use doctrine. Second, both 
the third and fourth factors are based on the first factor, that is, the purpose and 
character of the use. The “use” here is to parody another original work. Based on the 
nature and character of parody, the parodist is required to copy the original work in 
order to realize the effect of parody or the goal of parody. The District Court finally 
held that the defendant’s work is protected under fair use is also because they held 
that the defendant’s work is a parody that the nature of the parody is to “poke fun at 
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the original version of ‘Oh, Pretty Woman’”131, so to copy the original but no more 
than necessary to conjure up the original work is reasonable. 
  
3.3.1.2.2 The Court of Appeal 
 
The plaintiff appealed. The Court of Appeal also focused on judging whether the 
defendant’s parody is a fair use or not according to the four factors in Section 107 in 
Copyright Act. Before entering the analysis of each factor, the court put forward that 
there is a distinction between popular definition of parody and the statutory definition 
of parody. The court found that the popular definition of parody would easily create 
confusion in the context of law, esp. section 107 and many parodies under the popular 
sense cannot be concluded as fair use in the court. The court also cited statement from 
Harper & Row case that “the determination [of fair use] requires careful application 
of the four statutory factors.”132 Then, the court started the analysis of four factors 
one by one. 
 
As to the first factor, this court accepted the district court’s conclusion, but not the 
process of determining the conclusion. It emphasized that commercial motivation and 
fair use can coexist in one “use”, but the primary motivation should be considered.133 
This point is also consistent with the presupposition of fair use which is “good faith” 
and “fair dealing”.134 However, the court finally put its point that the commercial 
nature of a work requires the conclusion of not fair use finding. This point is different 
from that of the district court that they held commercial nature of a work is not a fact 
against a finding of fair use. 
 
As to the second factor, the court also agreed the determination which is from the 
district court. This is not contested. 
 
Next is the third factor. This factor can be called as “conjure up” test and the test asks 
whether the defendant takes the amount of the original work more than is necessary to 
recall or conjure up the original work to the audience. This factor requires not only the 
quantitative but also the qualitative taking. The court restated the concept of “conjure 
up” that “the concept of ‘conjuring up’ an original came into the copyright law not as 
a limitation on how much of an original may be used, but as a recognition that a 
parody frequently needs to be more than a fleeting evocation of an original in order to 
make its humorous point.” 135  However, based on these statements and the 
defendant’s statement and the conclusion of the district court, the court pointed out 
that the taking the defendant took from the original work was “near verbatim taking of 
the music and meter of a copyrighted work without the creation of a parody is 
																																								 																				 	
131 Acuff-Rose Music, 754 F. Supp. at 1158.  
132 Acuff-Rose Music, Inc. v. Campbell, 972 F.2d 1429, 1435 (1992) (citing Harper & Row, 471 U.S. at 549). 
133 See id. at 1436. 
134 Fisher, 794 F.2d at 436.	
135 Columbia Pictures Corp., 137 F. Supp. at 354. 
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excessive taking”136 and therefore it is the “evidence of qualitative value of the 
copied material.”137 Since “[t]he qualitative degree of the copying is even more 
critical than the quantitative,”138 the court is for the plaintiff in this factor. 
 
The last factor is called as effect on potential market. The court analyzed this factor 
which is based on a balance that “between the benefit gained by the copyright owner 
when the copying is found an unfair use and the benefit gained by the public when the 
use is held to be fair.”139 The court emphasized that it should put the focus on 
potential harm and since the defendant’s use is completely commercial, so they 
presumed that “a likelihood of future harm to [the plaintiff] exist[ed].”140 The court 
also noticed the possible harm to the market for derivative works of the original and 
then gave us an example which was given by Professor Nimmer between a movie 
adaptation and a book. The court tried to use this example to prove that even if the 
movie can stimulate the sale of the book, “it is an unfair use because of the effect on 
the potential sale of adaptation rights.”141 Hence, the court is for plaintiff in this 
factor. 
 
In conclusion, according to the court’s analysis, the commercial nature of the parody 
makes the parody unfair under the first factor and by taking the core of the original 
and making it the core of the parody, the defendant took much more than necessary to 
conjure up the original in quality. And because of the commercial nature of the use, 
the fourth factor is deemed as market harm to the plaintiff. Three factors are for the 
plaintiff, so the court is in favor of the plaintiff in the present case.  
 
3.3.1.2.3 The Supreme Court 
 
The Supreme Court said that Copyright Act has no hint of an evidentiary preference 
for parodists over original, and no workable presumption for parody could take 
account of the fact that parody often shades into satire when society is lampooned 
through its creative artifacts, or that a work may contain both parodic and nonparodic 
elements. Accordingly, parody, like any other use, has to work its way through the 
relevant factors, and be judged case by case, in light of the ends of the copyright 
law,142 except four factors in fair use doctrine, still the Supreme Court gives several 
hints or standards in considering parody in the context of fair use. First, it 
acknowledges that commercial character of a use does not absolutely bar a finding of 
fair use. Second, in order to be deemed as fair, the new work shall not merely 
supersede the objects of the original, but “[alter] the [original] with new expression, 
meaning, or message”143 or with something transformative change. In another word, 
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139 Rogers v. Koons, 960 F.2d 301, 311 (1992). 
140 Acuff-Rose Music, 972 F.2d at 1438. 
141 See id. at 1439.	
142 Campbell, 510 U.S. at 581. 
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the more transformative the new work is, the more likely the fair use will be 
determined. Third, parody should at least in part to comment on the original author’s 
work or strictly speaking, “the parody must target the original,” 144  for if the 
copyrighted work does not target at the original, there will be no need to borrow the 
original and conjure up the original.  
 
Before entering the analysis of four factors in fair use, the Supreme Court first 
restated the enquiry for fair use “requires case-by-case analysis rather than bright-line 
rules”145 The general guidance of four factors in Section 107 “are to be explored and 
weighed together in light of copyright’s purpose promoting science and the arts.”146 
And then pointing at the Court of Appeal’s core decision that commercial character of 
the use and excessive taking of the original, the Supreme Court held that “a parody’s 
commercial character is only one element to be weighed in a fair use enquiry, and that 
insufficient consideration was given to the nature of parody in weighing the degree of 
copying [by the Court of Appeal].”147 The court then entered into the analysis of each 
factor in Section 107. 
 
At the start of delivering the opinion of the court, Justice Souter clearly states that “it 
is uncontested here that 2 Live Crew’s song would be an infringement of Acuff- 
Rose’s rights in ‘Oh, Pretty Woman,’ under the Copyright Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. 
§106, but for a finding of fair use through parody.”148 In the meantime, comparing 
with previous court opinions, the court pays much attention to the character of parody 
itself that the Supreme Court thinks that the Court of Appeals “[is] insufficiently 
appreciative of parody’s need for the recognizable sight or sound when it rule[s] 2 
Live Crew’s use unreasonable as a matter of law.”149 The court admits that the 
defendant copied the plaintiff’s representative opening bass riff and the lyrics, but on 
the other hand, it states that “copying does not become excessive in relation to parodic 
purpose merely because the portion taken was the original’s heart”150, since parodic 
purpose is to go to the heart of the original in order to conjure up the original song.  
   
The first factor is the purpose and character of the use. The main purpose of this 
factor inquires whether the new work supersedes the objects of the original creation or 
adds new expression. In other words, it asks whether and to what extent the 
defendant’s work is transformative.151 “The more transformative the new work, the 
less will be the significance of other factors, like commercialism, that may weigh 
against a finding of fair use.”152 No matter commercial nature or the nonprofit 
purposes, “if a reviewer citing largely from the original work for the purposes of fair 
and reasonable criticism, then no one can doubt his fairness in using the original; 
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148 See id. at 575. 
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whereas, if the reviewer cited the most important parts of the original, with a view, 
not to criticize, but to supersede the use of the original work, and substitute the review 
for it, then such a use will be deemed in law a piracy.153” Since criticism is one of an 
important fair use exercises, its purpose is affirmative in fair use range. And as the 
aforesaid statement in Benny case that even if there is business competition between 
the said two works, the fair use can still exists, only the scope of fair use would be 
narrowed to some extent. According to the definition of parody which is given by the 
court in the syllabus, the court indicated that “the use of some elements of a prior 
author’s composition to create a new one that, at least in part, comments on that 
author’s works.”154 And the court admitted that “[p]arody need to mimic an original 
to make its point,”155 but “noted that a parodist must aim at least part of his criticism 
at the source text itself.”156 The threshold question to parody in the context of fair use 
is “whether a parodic character may reasonably be perceived,”157 however the court 
explicitly stated that “we might not assign a high rank to the parodic element here,” 
just “think it fair to say [the defendant’s] song reasonably could be perceived as 
commenting on the original or criticizing it, to some degree.”158 Supreme Court 
pointed out that when considering the first factor, the Court of Appeal inflated the 
significance of the commercial nature in the first factor which was culled from Sony 
case. The Supreme Court held that the commercial nature is only one element of the 
first factor enquiry. “[T]he mere fact that a use is educational and not for profit does 
not insulate it from a finding of infringement, any more than the commercial character 
of a use bars a finding of fairness.”159 Anyhow, “no man but a blockhead ever wrote, 
except for money.”160    
 
The second factor is the nature of the copyrighted work. In Folsom case, Justice Story 
also put forward that “the nature, extent and value of the materials thus used” should 
be taken into consideration to determine cases of which the defendant used a large 
portion of the original work. However, the Campbell court holds that this factor does 
not help much in the present case, for “parodies almost invariably copy publicly 
known, expressive works.”161 As a matter of fact, about parody related cases, factor 
two ultimately is on the base of the first factor that the purpose and character of the 
use, namely, parody use will work to determine a use fair or not.  
 
The third factor is the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the 
copyrighted work as a whole. The problem here is again presented like what happened 
in Benny case that “a parodist’s justification for the particular copying done”162. 
However, what is different from Benny case is that this time the Court combines 
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factor one and factor three together to consider “Is a substantial taking of a 
copyrighted property permissible when the taking is by use of burlesque and rests for 
justification on the theory of fair use?”163 i.e., when considering the amount of the 
substantial part in the new work, the judgment in it could be varied with the purpose 
and character of the use. In Benny case, the Court treats parody or burlesque work no 
different from any other appropriation. In Campbell case, the Court considers the 
purpose and character of parody that “Copying does not become excessive in relation 
to parodic purpose,”164, otherwise “it is difficult to see how its parodic character 
would have come through.”165 As a matter of fact, this factor is the substantial part 
test. A copy of a substantial part constitutes an infringement. In Folsom case, Justice 
Story’s opinion on this factor was already commented that “neither does it necessarily 
depend upon the quantity taken, whether is it an infringement of the copyright or not.” 
Namely, not the quantitative alone, but qualitative should also be taken into 
consideration in the third factor. Therefore, to the third factor, the first factor has been 
taken into consideration, simultaneously the quantitative and qualitative taken also 
should be considered.  
 
The fourth factor is the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the 
copyrighted work. The reduction in demand of the original “must result from the 
partial satisfaction of that demand by the alleged infringing production”166. The cases 
mentioned before, no matter the facts are related to parody or not, one of the most 
important factors or the key factor influences the decision made by almost all the 
courts is the effect of the use upon the potential market. Nimmer has observed that 
“this [factor] emerges as the important, and indeed, central fair use factor.”167 In 
Folsom case, on the basis of admitting the defendant’s use of plaintiff’s work is 
perfectly lawful and justifiable, still because of considering the market of the 
plaintiff’s copyright has the probability to be destroyed; in addition, the plaintiff’s 
material the defendant copied constitutes more than one third of the defendant’s work 
and that part constitutes its essential value, Justice Story finally decided that the 
defendant infringed the plaintiff’s copyright. In Nixon case, the court realized that 
anyone who wanted to listen to Miss Faust’s (the plaintiff) song need to attend the 
performance of The Wizard of Oz. Therefore, the plaintiff’s copyright was still under 
the protection, since the defendant’s work did not supersede the market of the original. 
In Benny case, one of the affirmative defenses the defendant set forth is “That the use 
by the defendant of ‘Gaslight’ was a fair use, in that no one viewing the burlesque 
could reasonably think he was viewing the motion picture, and in that the showing of 
the burlesque did not all will not satisfy, in whole or in part, the defendant that may 
exist or may have existed, for said motion picture.”168 However, Benny Court quoted 
and relied upon the decision of the Hill v. Whalen &Martell, Inc. case that although 
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Hill court gave its final decision basing “on the tendency of the infringing work to 
decrease the demand for the original”169, actually before Hill court simply put forward 
this idea, it emphasized that “It is not always easy to say where the line should be 
drawn between the use which for such purpose (parody purpose) is permitted and that 
which is forbidden.170” Thus, the judge put forward to the idea that the reduction on 
the demand of the original “would seem to be ordinarily decisive”171 to determine 
whether the copyright is affected or not. Benny Court concluded that although 
according to the opinions from Hill case and other precedents that “the mere absence 
of competition or injurious effect upon the copyright work will not make a use 
fair.172”, “the fact that the infringing work compete[d] with the copyrighted one or 
ha[d] been issued for commercial gain, rather than in the interests advancement of 
learning is a factor to be considered in determining the extent of fair use, and in 
determining whether the taking was substantial.”173 In reality, the present court, 
Campbell court states that as to verbatim copying, it is likely to ascertain the 
“cognizable market harm to the original”174, but as to copying like parody copying, 
“market substitution is at least less certain, and market harm may not be so readily 
inferred.”175 Eventually the court ascribes the fourth factor to the first factor that “this 
is so because the parody and the original usually serve different market functions.” 
The market functions just mainly depend on the purpose and character of the use. The 
result will come out differently depending on the different purpose and character of 
use that the defendant’s work may merely suppress the demand of the original or it 
may infringe the copyright to supersede the demand of the original. Therefore, finally, 
according to the court’s analysis, factor four also relies on the first factor.                                              
      
In addition, the Supreme Court expounds a detailed explanation of parody’s special 
function that “Parody’s humor, or in any event its comment, necessarily springs from 
recognizable allusion to its object through distorted imitation. Its art lies in the tension 
between a known original and its parodic twin. When parody takes aim at a particular 
original work, the parody must be able to ‘conjure up’ at least enough of that original 
to make the object of its critical wit recognizable.”176 Actually, early in case Elsmere 
Music v. National Company and case Fisher v. Dees already gave the opinion about 
the requirement and the concept of “conjure up” in parody. The “conjure up” test 
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“asks whether the parodist has appropriated a greater amount of the original work 
than is necessary to ‘recall or conjure up’ the object of his satire.”177 And the concept 
of “conjure up” an original came into the copyright law not as a limitation on how 
much of an original may be used, but as a recognition that a parody frequently needs 
to be more than a fleeting evocation of an original in order to make its humorous 
point.178 This kind of opinion is also reflected in the present case. That is, a parodist 
is denied the defense of fair use only if he “has appropriated a greater amount of the 
original work than is necessary to ‘recall or conjure up’ the object of his satire.”179  
 
The decision to fair use in the context of parody is determined by specific facts and 
circumstances in each case. It includes the transformative mature of the work, the 
extent and type of commercial exploitation, the critical relationship to the original, the 
risk of market substitution, the extent of parodic content and the amount of copying, 
the Court has given the next generation of fair use litigants significant ammunition to 
bolster their respective positions in what, more than ever, will be a fact-driven 
analysis.180 Nevertheless, the Supreme Court in this case did not show us the clear 
line or rules judging fair use in the context of parody case. The court, as it stated in 
the syllabus, according to the Congress, wanted to preserve the breadth of section 107 
and in the form of case-by-case rather than “rigid or mechanical application of 
bright-line rules”181  
 
To sum up, since fair use doctrine is expressly stipulated in Copyright Law in 1976, in 
a sense, Supreme Court has a relatively clear rule, namely, fair use doctrine to 
determine parody problem in Campbell v. Acuff-Rose case, but we still can find its 
uncertainty and confusion, as well as the similar clue which plays the same role of fair 
use doctrine in the precedents. With regard to the four factors in fair use doctrine in 
the instant case, the court actually makes the first factor run through the whole fair use 
doctrine to determine the parody case. Superficially, the fourth factor is said to be the 
most important factor in determining the fair use, but in the final analysis, it is a 
matter of the first one. On the other hand, no matter the new work is of parodic 
purpose or not, the taken part by the defendant should not be a great amount of the 
original work than is necessary, even if the taken is to recall or conjure up the original 
work. However, “how much more is reasonable will depend,…, on the extent to 
which the song’s overriding purpose and character is to parody the original or, …”182 
to just copy the original, thus substitute for the original. Therefore, eventually, the 
permission of the taken portion depends on the character and purpose of the parodic 
use. Nonetheless, the court still implies that based on the purpose and character of the 
use, no more substantial part could be taken.  
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3.3.2 Suntrsut Bank v. Houghton Mifflin Company Case 
 
3.3.2.1 Background and Facts   
 
This is a case happened in 2001, which is after Campbell case. The case is about a 
novel and a new work. The novel is named “Gone with the Wind” (hereinafter 
GWTW), which is written by Margaret Mitchell and copyrighted by the Mitchell 
Trusts. After published in 1936, the novel is very popular and has been translated into 
over 30 languages and has sold tens of millions of copies. The novel also has the 
sequel to it.183 And it also has the plan to have second sequel. To both of the sequels, 
the plaintiff is the sole owner of the copyright.  
 
The new work is named “The Wind Done Gone” (hereinafter TWDG), which is 
written by Alice Randall recording the diary of a woman named Cynara, the 
illegitimate daughter of Planter and Mammy, a slave who cares for his children. 
 
The problem is that the plaintiff does not authorize the defendant to write the new 
work TWDG. Therefore the plaintiff sued the defendant for copyright infringement. 
 
In this case, there are three problems which need to be checked and here we only 
discuss the substantial similarity and fair use problem. 
 
3.3.2.2 Decision of Each Court 
 
3.3.2.2.1 The District Court 
 
First the court checked and admitted that the plaintiff had the valid copyright on the 
said novel and the copyright is an existing one. Therefore, the plaintiff has the right to 
make the derivative works based on his own work and is entitled to prevent “any 
unauthorized musical arrangement, dramatization, or any other form in which the 
work may be recast, transformed, or adapted.”184 If the plaintiff wanted to prove that 
the defendant infringed his copyright, then for the first step, the plaintiff needs to 
show there is copying by the defendant of the copyrighted work.  One of the 
requirements of proving the copying is the substantial similarity between to the two 
works. The United State Court uses the way that “an average lay observer would 
recognize the alleged copy as having been appropriated from the copyrighted work” 
to check substantial similarity. That is to say, there are two requirements to test 
substantial similarity. One is that a lay reader could tell the substantial similarity. 
Another one is that the said similarity should be copyrighted material. 
 
The court also gives the guiding principle to apply the substantial similarity test. It is 
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that to leave out the generality of the work, and the rest will be no more than the 
general statement of what the work is about.185 
 
The court finds that “TWDG consists of actionable copying because it is substantial 
similarity to GWTW in both quantitative and qualitative terms” 186 , since the 
defendant took the characters, character traits, scenes, settings, physical descriptions, 
and plot directly from GWTW and copied the heart of the original work and a 
reasonable reader could easily recognize those element which are from the original 
work. 
 
Since the court found that the defendant’s work is substantial similar to the plaintiff’s 
work, then the court entered into the second step of considering the fair use defense of 
parody by the defendant. 
 
In the case, the court clearly clarified that the principle of fair use inquiry was not 
identifiable and different courts would have different tests and reached different 
conclusions. That is case-by-case principle. Another point is that the court would 
always consider the “risk of permitting subjective judgement about quality to tilt the 
scales on which the fair use balance is made”187 when judging fair use inquiry. Then 
the court entered the analysis of four factors in the fair use doctrine as follows. 
 
The first factor is purpose and character of use. The court analyzed this factor at 
length comparing with the other three factors and divided it into two main points. One 
is the transformative use. Another one is the commercial purpose.  
 
According to the court, the transformative use helps them assess the value of the new 
work and the way the new work which is created. The way to judge what is 
transformative use is that whether the new work “adds something new, with a further 
purpose or different character.”188 Parody is one of the works which has the character 
of transformative use and for that reason, before judging transformative use, the court 
needs to define whether the new work is a parody or not. In the present case, the court 
made references to the precedents in order to have the guidance to judge what a 
parody is. There are 2 elements to be considered. First, the author’s attempt to create 
the new work by using the original work. As to it, basing the comprehensive view of 
the new work, the court found that the new work not only criticized the original work, 
but also commented on the social phenomena of Southern history in America. Second, 
as a parodical work, it must comment on the original work itself and not something 
just other than the original work, for instance, the social phenomena. And also the aim 
of commenting on original is not just to ridicule. About this point, the court has 
already given the answer in the first element.  
As to the transformative element, the court found that although the defendant retold 
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the original work “in a condensed version”189, it was still greatly different from the 
original work in new character, new adventures and new scenes. Thus, based on 
aforesaid analysis, the new work is transformative parody. 
 
Another point in the first factor is commercial purpose. By citing the pinion of 
Roger 190  court, the present court indicated that “in weighing the commercial 
character of a secondary work under the fair use defense, [the court] should not rely 
too heavily on the value that is potentially obtained by the use of the copyrighted 
material.” 191  The court indicated that there should be a balance between the 
defendant’s commercial use and other relevant evidence in judging fair use inquiry. 
Thus, although TWDG has commercial purpose for the fictional style, the 
transformative use of will weaken the weight of commercial purpose in the overall 
fair use analysis.     
 
The second factor is nature of the copyrighted work. The more creative, imaginative 
and much more labor in creating the original work, “[the] greater protection under a 
fair use analysis” it would get. In the present case, the original work is absolutely 
fictional one that deserves more protection. Consequently, this factor is against a 
finding of fair use. 
 
The third factor is the amount and substantiality of the work used. In this factor, 
although the court explained that both quality and quantity should be taken into 
consideration, it clearly declare that when considering the third factor, “the enquiry 
will harken back to the first of the statutory factors”192, for “the extent of permissible 
copying varies with the purpose and character of the use.”193 Since the defendant’s 
work is parody, the court analyzed the third factor according to parodic judgement of 
the court. However, basing on the analysis of the parodic nature and character to 
judge whether the defendant takes too much than necessary, the court still found that 
the defendant “uses far more of the original than necessary”194 to achieve her parodic 
aim. The court found that the defendant only summarized the original work without 
any commentary or new ideas and the new part in the new work is just to “decorate 
and do not develop something new except to form a sequel.” And just because of too 
much than necessary, the transformative character or purpose is weakened. Therefore, 
this factor is also against a finding of fair use. 
 
The last factor is the effect of the use on the market value of the original. The court 
clearly indicated that the fourth factor was mainly influence by the third factor. Before 
in Harper & Row case, the fourth factor is deemed as the single most important one in 
judging fair use enquire, but later on in Campbell case, the court did not state the 
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same opinion. The issue in the present case to the fourth factor is “whether the 
defendant’s secondary use affects any aspect of the normal market for the copyrighted 
work.”195 Therefore, the more likely the defendant’s work will substitute the original, 
the larger extent of transformative use the defendant’s work should be and then it will 
be more likely to be a finding of fair use. However, the situation in the present case is 
that the transformative use is combined with “extensive duplication of the original”196 
Therefore, the court concluded that the market harm caused by the defendant was the 
new work of the defendant’s “‘market substitution’ as a sequel”197, that was the 
infringing action of the creation of the derivative work by the defendant infringed the 
plaintiff’s copyright. Thus, the last factor is also against a finding of fair use. 
 
In conclusion, according to the analysis of the four factors under the fair use enquire, 
the court determined that the defendant infringed the plaintiff’s copyright.     
 
3.3.2.2.2 The Court of Appeal  
 
In this instance, the court vacated the decision of the district court. The court gave the 
reasons below. 
 
Before entering the fair use inquiry analysis, the court provides some information 
about copyright law in the United States. Here the court mentioned the relationship 
between Copyright Law and the First Amendment. Since copyright law is deemed as 
“the engine of free expression” and for that reason, the law has 3 goals to fulfill: the 
promotion of leaning, the protection of the public domain, and the granting of an 
exclusive right to the author.198 Based on these 3 goals, the court indicates the 
relationship between the copyrighted holder and the public interests is that once the 
individual author is rewarded by the copyright, meanwhile, the public interests will 
also be benefited. That is that they are interacted each other. 
 
When mentioned public interests, we have to talk about the First Amendment which is 
always discussed in copyright infringement cases. “[C]opyright laws were enacted in 
part to prevent private censorship and the first Amendment was enacted to prevent 
public censorship.”199 Therefore, there should be a balance between the aforesaid. 
The balance can be kept “in part, by the idea/ expression dichotomy and the doctrine 
of fair use.”200 Consequently, the principle of the First Amendment has been already 
inserted in the copyright by fair use doctrine. So when discussing fair use inquiry, we 
should always bear in mind that “the First Amendment protections interwoven into 
copyright law”201, but the real question in copyright infringement case of parody is “to 
what extent a [criticism] may use the protected element of an original work of 
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authorship to communicate her criticism without infringing the copyright in that 
work.”202 With this question, we will turn into the analysis of fair use by the court. 
 
Again, the court indicates that before checking whether the parody in the case is a use 
of fair use or not, they should make sure whether the new work in the case is a parody 
or not. In the instant case, the court will “treat a work as a parody if its aim is to 
comment upon or criticize a prior work by appropriating elements of the original in 
creating a new artistic, …work.”203 It is definitely that the TWDG is a parody based 
on the said analysis. And then the court enters the analysis of fair use inquiry. 
 
As to the first factor, the court absorbs the judgement of Campbell court that although 
the new work has the nature commerciality, two points need to be considered, first is 
the good-will of the defendant in using the original work to create her own work, 
second is that the transformative use will overweigh that nature, namely, “the more 
transformative the new work, the less will be the significance of other factors, like 
commercialism.”204 After comparing two works, the court finds that the first half of 
the TWDG is to attack the GWTW’s story and characters and the last half of the 
TWDG “tells a completely new story that although involving characters based on 
GWTW characters, features plot elements found nowhere within the covers of 
GWTW.”205 Therefore, the court decides that the new work cannot be said as to just 
take the material from the original and avoid creating labor. It indeed has 
transformative use in the new work. 
 
As to the second factor, the court states that this factor has little influence in parody 
case, for the character of parody is to copy publicly known expressive works. 
 
The court states in the third factor that any taking is to serve the new work’s parodic 
aim. Therefore, “even more extensive use [than necessary to conjure up the original] 
would still be fair use, provided the parody build upon the original, using the original 
as a known element of modern culture and contributing something new for humorous 
effect or commentary.”206 And the Court indicates that they cannot say the third 
factor would determine whether the new work is a use of fair use according to the 
purpose of the use, unless they can decide upon the fourth factor that there is no harm 
to the potential market of the plaintiff’s work. 
 
Actually in the fourth factor, the court explicitly restates that only when the market of 
defendant’s work usurps the demand for the market of plaintiff’s work, then there is 
an adverse impact on the market value of the original. However, the plaintiff fails to 
find the evidence showing the defendant’s work will “supplant demand for [the 
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plaintiff’s] licensed derivatives.”207 Therefore, the court cannot say that the fourth 
factor is against a finding of fair use. 
 
To sum up, the four factors of fair use weighs in favor of the defendant. 
 
3.3.3 Summary  
Comparing two cases and each instant in each case, although the result is different, 
some basic elements or concept still can be found in the syllabus. First, the basic idea 
in fair use doctrine is good-will. Second, it was still vague in Campbell case, however, 
in Suntrust case, the court has already clearly stated that the judgement of the third 
factor should be based on the first factor and the third factor would influence the 
fourth factor. What it means is that eventually, the first factor is the most important 
element in judging fair use inquiry, since the second factor, especially in parodic case 
is usually not very important. Third, the transformative use in parodic case to judge 
fair use doctrine is very important in the first factor, namely, the purpose and 
character of the work. The differences either between the Supreme Court and Court of 
Appeal in Campbell case or between the Court of Appeal and the District Court in 
Suntrust case are caused by whether the court takes into consideration of the purpose 
and character of the work, parody, or not. Therefore, even if when there maybe some 
potential market effect on the plaintiff’s work by the defendant, since we cannot say 
definitely there is creative work which is created for no monetary benefit, but 
according to the purpose and character of parody, the court would like to give some 
room for the existence of parody.                         
 
4. Brief Summary   
 
From Nixon case to Columbia picture case, the main and difficult question in the 
court is where to draw the line between “biting criticism that merely suppresses 
demand and copyright infringement which usurps it”208. On one hand, the parody has 
to make use certain amount of the original work to criticize original work, one the 
other hand, the amount of the original work that the parody takes should not more 
than the necessary for a parody to realize its aim of conjuring up the original work to 
the audience and criticizing at least a part of the original work. The court will always 
examine the problem by seeing whether the parodist takes the substantial part of the 
original. There are numerous tests of substantiality, including: 1) the taking is 
substantial if the taker intended to copy the original; 2) the taking is not substantial if 
the taker has imparted a high degree of originality to his final product; 3) a finding of 
substantial appropriation is made if the reproduction materially reduces the demand 
for the original work; 4) the court views the appropriation in a stricter manner if it 
were made with profit motives.209The court summarizes that to determine whether 
burlesque infringed the original work, two premises should be considered. First is 
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whether the taken part is copyrighted or not; second, whether defendant took the 
substantial part which is in the plaintiff’s work or not. However, under the fair use 
doctrine, the court also combines the said two premises with four factors in fair use 
doctrine. And based on the analysis, although the court repeatedly declares that the 
four factors are considered comprehensively when judging cases and each factor will 
not weigh against each other, the factor is the first factor in judging case is the most 
basic and important one among fair use doctrine.    
 
 
Chapter 3 Parody in Japan 
1. Copyright in Japan  
 
As it is known, the motive power to establish the old Japanese Copyright Law in 1899 
is to abolish the extraterritoriality in Japan. In order to abolish it, Japanese 
government signed the new treaty with other western countries. In the treaty, one of 
the conditions is that Japan should take part in Berne Convention. Therefore, in June 
1898, Japanese government drafted Japanese Copyright Law and only after two 
months the draft was finished and was put into effect in 1899 with several 
amendments.   
 
Like many other countries, the person who created the work has the right to control 
the work exclusively according to the system of copyright. And the reason to protect 
the author’s individual interests is that if the author’s personal interests was protected, 
then the author could focus on his creating relievedly and the result is that the 
development of arts and sciences could be promoted.  
 
Therefore, according to the cultural aims which the copyright law focused on, the 
copyright law also limits the right in the author. As to the point of the focus of cultural 
aims, the drafter of the old Copyright law, Mizuno said that to admit the limitations of 
the copyright in the author is for the aim of the development of the arts and sciences 
and to award the masterpiece in the society, and based on the said, the author is paid 
for his effort and possesses the benefit from the created work exclusively.210 
 
In Japan, the person who created the work is given the right to prevent others from 
using the copyrighted work without authorization. This kind of right is admitted by 
the private right in the author. Japanese copyright law has the provisions of the 
limitations on copyright, but the limitations is very easy to be abused, therefore, it is 
very necessary to establish strict requirements for this provision so that the author’s 
right benefit would not be infringed.211 We can see that comparing to American 
copyright law, Japan is much more emphasized the individual right and interests in 
copyright law.    
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2. Parody Situation in Japan 
 
Looking up the word “parody” in Japanese dictionaries, there are several similar 
explanations to that word. For example, in Meikyo Dictionary, it defines parody as “A 
literary work, which is a transformation of a well-known work for the purpose of 
satire or humor, artfully takes the structure or style of the said well-known work.” In 
Kojien Dictionary, it defines parody as “A form of literary work imitates the style or 
metre of the well-known literature work by transforming the content of the 
well-known literature work to make it funny and satiric. Works like Japanese parody 
song or comic tanka is of this kind.”   
 
From the description of different dictionaries, no clear definition of parody is 
provided in Japan, like what happens in the other countries. However, there is clear 
mention of “parody” on the court, for example, the United States. As to Japan, there is 
no clear, absolute reference to parody. So far, the parody related cases are Photo 
Montage case and Who Moved My Cheese? case. One is about the photo, the other 
one is about the novel. 
 
3. Introduction of Parody Cases  
 
Since the definition of parody in Japan is uncertain, I will give a detailed introduction 
to the parody case happened in Japan, so that we can grasped at least the status of 
parody in the judiciary aspect. 
 
3.1 Montage Photo Case  
 
The Montage Photo case can be said as the first parody in Japan. The case experiences 
five instances until the Supreme Court. The last instance will not be discussed here, 
for it is mainly about the compensation. According to the instances order, I will 
introduce four instances in the case comprehensively. 
 
3.1.1 Background and Facts 
 
The plaintiff, who is a famous photographer (hereinafter, the plaintiff), mainly takes 
photos of Alpine and skiing and already published his photograph collections through 
many presses and magazines. The concept in his work is to show people the beautiful 
earth through his camera. The defendant, Amano, is a famous parodist.     
 
The rough fact about the case is that the plaintiff takes a colored photograph showing 
on one slope six skiers carving out the familiar serpentine.212 The photo is in the size 
of 30 centimetres in height and 37 centimetres in width. The plaintiff publishes the 
said photo in the photo album 'SKI '67 volume 4' published by Jitsugyo-no-Nippon 
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Co. on January 1, 1967, and later, cuts one-fifth of the left part of the photograph, 
slightly enlarges the remaining part, produces a photograph of 37 centimetres in 
height and width, and reproduces it in an advertisement calendar for 1968 published 
by American International Underwriters Company.213 The defendant makes use of 
the photograph in this calendar by cutting either one-third (in the periodical SOS, 
infra) or one-sixth (in Weekly Gendai, infra) of the left part, reproduces it as a black 
and white photograph, adds a photograph of a snow car tyre reproduced from an 
advertising photograph of Bridgestone Tyre Co. and synthetically produces a black 
and white photograph (hereinafter the Montage photo) and publishes it in his own 
photo-album 'SOS' around January 1970 and also in the June 4, 1970 issue of the 
'Weekly Gendai' published by Kodansha Co.214 
 
During the making of the photo, the plaintiff encounters many difficulties, such as 
getting the permission to go into the mountain to take the photo in foreign country, the 
finding and cooperation of six skiers with understanding of the plaintiff’s intention to 




The plaintiff sues the defendant for copyright infringement. In turn, the defendant 
defends that the montage photo which he makes, has the purpose of criticizing the art 
evaluation in the original work and of satirizing the social phenomena in nowadays 
and what’s more is that as “an artistic form of expression”215, the necessary citation in 
the montage photo, is socially accepted already.    
 
3.1.3 Opinions in Each Court 
 
The first instance is the Tokyo District Court. The first point is as to whether the 
defendant’s montage photo as a social accepted art form that the idea and sentiment of 
expression in montage photo is different from the original can be deemed as a reason 
to be not infringement of the original work. The court points out that the problem of 
the infringement of plaintiff’s copyright is totally different from the problem of 
acknowledging whether the montage photo is an art form or not. Instead, the court 
emphasizes that it is clear that except the said snow car tyre and the black and white 
photograph that the defendant has changed in his photo from the original one, the 
defendant copied and used large portion of the material in the plaintiff’s photo 
without any transformation. Therefore, at least the defendant has his fault in his 
behavior. The second point is about the citation. Since the defendant contends that 
montage photo is not to distort or destroy the meaning of original, but to point out the 








original work, the citation montage photo used is within the proper scope according to 
the previous Japanese Copyright Law (Law No. 39, 1899). Because the defendant’s 
montage photo was published before the effective date of the current Japanese 
copyright law, so in this case the previous copyright law will be applied. In Article 30, 
Paragraph 1, Subparagraph 2 of previous Copyright Law, it stipulates that “the 
citation of another person’s work that is already published in one’s own work within a 
[reasonable] scope”216 shall not infringe copyright. Here, the court explains the term 
“abridging citation” in Subparagraph 2. “Abridging citation” means to cite something 
briefly and the degree of “briefly” will depend on the relative relationship between the 
work to cite and the work to be cited. “Citation” in here means that according to the 
writing purpose, one makes use of the abridging, which is from the original work, 
without any modification in his expressed idea or sentiment creative work. However, 
it cannot be deemed as a citation, but an adaptation if one takes the original one, 
which the original thoughts and sentiment has been already changed, even if he makes 
use of large portion of the original work in his work. Therefore, the way the defendant 
makes use of the plaintiff’s work cannot be deemed as proper citation based on the 
reason said above. It seems that the district court considers the meaning of citation in 
Japanese Copyright Law in an isolated way, but not comprehensive, for example, 
giving no consideration to the nature of the subsequent work in the case.  
 
The second is the Tokyo High Court. The court divides the case into two problems. 
One is about economic right in copyright, the other one is the moral right in copyright.  
As to the economic right, the justice mainly discusses three elements which is 
included in Article 30, Paragraph 1, Subparagraph 2 to determine whether the 
defendant’s montage photo is an infringement of the plaintiff’s copyrighted work or 
not. First, whether montage photo is a copyrighted work of the defendant’s. Looking 
at the montage photo, the creativity in it can be found through selecting and arranging 
the inserting of the image of the snow car tyre. What’s more is that the plaintiff 
himself admits that the defendant changed the thoughts and sentiment of his original 
work totally in montage photo, which is a parody of the original. Therefore, the 
montage photo is an independent work from the original work, namely, it is the 
defendant’s own work. The court also explained the concept of plagiarism. If the 
subsequent author took the expressed thoughts and sentiment of original into his own 
work and what’s more is that there is no criticism or satire to the original thoughts and 
sentiment, then the usage can be deemed as plagiarism. This time, the court holds that 
even if there was the existence of the original, the field of parody makes the montage 
photo as an independent work, but not a plagiarism. Second, whether the citation here 
is of “abridging citation” or not. Referring to dictionaries, the court summarizes 
“abridging citation” as the omitting a part of the original and citing the rest of the part 
of the original without any modification to one’s own work according to the form of 
his writing purpose. The court said that it cannot be explained that the modification of 
the thoughts and sentiment of the original, which caused by the said citation, should 





question of whether such kind of citation is a reproduction of the original or not is just 
the question of whether such usage is within the proper scope or not. Since the 
purpose of making montage photo accords with its form and pattern to make use of 
the original photo, it is applicable the “abridging citation” here. Third, whether the 
defendant’s citation is within the proper scope of citation. As to this point, the court 
puts forward two elements, which are the sociality of copyright and the purpose of the 
subsequent author. The purpose of criticizing the original photo and satirizing the 
social phenomena makes the citation of a part of the original material necessary, 
meanwhile, such way of citation, namely, the montage artistic expression form has 
already been accepted by the society. Therefore, it can be deemed as reasonable 
behavior that the defendant’s montage photo is a fair use of plaintiff’s copyrighted 
work. This time the court begins to consider the nature of the defendant’s work and 
according to the character and purpose of the subsequent work, the court holds that 
the defendant’s work is a fair use of the original. Therefore, as to the economic right 
in copyright, there is no infringement. However, it is because the modification the 
defendant makes to the plaintiff’s work in montage photo, there is discussion about 
that the plaintiff’s right to integrity is infringed by such modification and 
consequently, the citation is out of the proper scope said above. As to this problem, 
the court holds that although it is true that the request of the right to integrity is that 
the subsequent work should be within the scope of the original one, namely, not 
against the copyright author’s will, the right of free expression which is stipulated in 
Article 21 Paragraph 1 in Japanese Constitution ensures that in order to realize and 
respect the free expression in one’s work, there is no reasonable reason of 
guaranteeing protection of copyright holder’s right to integrity at the cost of the free 
expression of another person. To sum up, the court holds that if the extent and manner 
of the citation used by the subsequent user is necessary and proper according to the 
purpose of the subsequent work, and then it is proper that even if there is some 
modifications to the original work, it cannot say that it is out of proper scope to cite 
the original material as the citation is an infringement of the right to integrity. As a 
form of criticism, the legitimacy of the citation in parody should be admitted. 
Therefore, as to the two problem, economic right and moral right in copyright, the 
court decides that when taking the nature and purpose of the subsequent work into 
consideration, certain citation the defendant used should be given tolerance even if the 
moral right of the right to integrity was infringed by the modification through citation. 
In the final analysis, the nature and purpose of the subsequent work is the basic factor 
to be considered in such case. 
 
The third is the Supreme Court. The court explains the term “citation” in Article 30, 
Paragraph 1, Subparagraph 2 that in principle, one can cite part of another person’s 
work in his own work for the introduction, reference and criticism and so on and puts 
forward that “It is required that from the viewpoint of the form of the work citing 
another person's work, the work which is citing the other person's work and the work 
being cited should be clearly and distinctively [recognizable] and furthermore, the 
relationship between both works is that the former is the main and the latter is the 
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subordinate.”217 What’s more is that “by virtue of Article 18 paragraph 3 of the 
[previous Copyright] Law, it is obvious that a citation in a form that infringes the 
moral rights of the author of the work which is being cited is not allowed”218. The 
court analyzes the part that the defendant used in his work, basing on the said two 
requirements. The court finds that although the defendant uses the modified part from 
the original and makes the montage photo and the original photo from the external 
form of expression not the same, still the essential characteristics in the form of 
expression of the original photo can be perceived by that modified part. Therefore, 
although the thoughts and sentiment embodied in the expression of respective works 
are different, the expression of the essential characteristics of the original photo can 
be perceived directly in montage photo. And by that reason, the defendant infringes 
the plaintiff’s right to integrity of the original photo. Based on the said analysis, the 
court continues that the part which is taken into the montage photo from the original 
photo cannot be deemed as the citation within the meaning of Article 30 Paragraph 1 
Subparagraph 2. Consequently, the facts, which the purpose of using the original 
work and the artistic form that has been already accepted by the society, do not affect 
the decision. 
  
Comparing the decisions of Tokyo High Court and the Supreme Court, the Supreme 
Court deliberately avoids emphasizing the nature of montage photo and the purpose of 
using the original work in montage photo. The starting point in Supreme Court to 
analyze the case is the strict two requirements about “citation” in Article 30 Paragraph 
1 Subparagraph 2, which are clearly and distinctively recognizable between the 
original work and the new work, and the relationship between both works is that the 
new work is the main and the original is the subordinate. Montage photo, as an artistic 
form, it will unavoidably dissatisfy the said requirements for its nature and purpose of 
using the original work and be deemed as infringement of the original copyright 
holder’s economic right of copyright and then also the infringement of moral right. 
For another is that even if montage photo met the above said two requirements, its 
modification of the original work will be against the author’s will, for the thoughts 
and sentiment of expression in two works are not same. And because Article 18 
Paragraph 3 clearly prescribes that modification of the original work shall not be 
made against the author’s will, even if Article 30 Paragraph 1 Subparagraph 2 
applied. 
 
Therefore, either Article 30 (1) (ii) or Article 18 (3) will not support work like 
montage photo in this case, if there was no consideration to the nature and purpose to 
the use in montage photo. 
 
The fourth is the Tokyo High Court again. Since the Supreme Court holds that there is 
a need for further examination, the court remands the case to the original instance 






case. First, the court admits that either the difference between the part used by the 
defendant and the original photo, or the different thoughts and sentiment expressed in 
the montage photo and the original photo, but from the part used and the montage 
photo, the essential characteristic of the original photo can be perceived from both. 
Hence, the defendant infringes the plaintiff’s right to integrity of the original photo. 
Second, as to the defense that montage photo is a parody of the original photo, the 
court holds that even if it is admitted that there is the necessity to make some 
modifications either in internal and external expression to the original when creating 
parody work, but the scope of permission to the modification is not unlimited, 
otherwise it will bring about the denial of moral right without any evidence according 
to the stipulation in Copyright Law. Therefore, it is very hard to admit the tolerance of 
parody when this problem relates to the right to integrity. Without considering the 
nature of parody, the way that the defendant takes part of the original photo in his 
montage photo exceeds the limitation of stipulation in Law. Third, the court totally 
follows the decision made by Supreme Court that the citation made by the defendant 
does not meet the two requirements, the clear distinguishableness between original 
work and new work, and the relationship between both works is that the new work is 
the main and the original is the subordinate. Therefore, the defendant infringes the 
economic right of copyright law of the plaintiff. And according to Article 18 
Paragraph 3 that citation, which infringes the moral right of the author of the work, is 
not allowed. In conclusion, montage photo is an infringement of the plaintiff’s 
copyright. 
 
3.1.4 The Case Commentary of Supreme Court 
 
From 1899 to 1971, the previous Copyright Law is in effect. The montage photo is 
published in 1970. So the previous copyright law would be applied in the case. Article 
30 Paragraph 1 Subparagraph 2 stipulates as follows, it is permissible that the citation 
of another person's work that is already published in one's own work within a 
justifiable scope. Article 18 Paragraph 3 stipulates that the modification of the work 
shall not be made against the author’s will, even if Article 30 (1) (ii) is applied. 
Mainly around these two provisions, the courts give their decision in the case.  
 
From the above opinions in each court, except the first judgment by Tokyo High 
Court, all the other courts hold judgment for the plaintiff that the montage photo is an 
infringement of the plaintiff’s copyright. Two reasons support the decision. One 
reason is that the citation in montage photo by the defendant is not within the meaning 
of Article 30 Paragraph 1 Subparagraph 2 of previous Japanese Copyright Law. 
Another reason is that the expression of the essential characteristics of the plaintiff’s 
photo can be perceived in the montage photo, and therefore the modification by the 
defendant infringes the right to integrity of the original photo. What is the relationship 
between the citation scope according to Article 30 Paragraph 1 Subparagraph 2 and 
the fact that the original photo can be perceived in montage photo? What are the 
requirements for the citation which is within the proper scope according to Article 30 
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Paragraph 1 Subparagraph 2? And other problems related to the present case. First we 
can see opinions directly from the Supreme Court.     
 
With regard to the case, the Supreme Court gives its commentary to the case. First, 
the court indicates that even if the Tokyo High Court decided that the montage photo 
is within the meaning of the stipulation of Article 30 Paragraph 1 Subparagraph 2, the 
High Court still cannot say montage photo does not infringe the moral right of the 
original photo according to Article 18 Paragraph 3. The Supreme Court explains that 
the “abridging citation” in Article 30. There are two situations in “abridging citation”. 
One is to cite part of the original work without any modification.219 The other one is 
to cite part of the original work with some modification.220 However, when citations 
are within the proper scope under either of the said situations, it will cause paradox in 
explaining the infringement of the right to integrity in moral right and the citation by 
the subsequent author. 221 If so, why does citation here need to explain by the courts? 
The Supreme Court indicates that the interpretation of Article 30 Paragraph 1 
Subparagraph 2 does not defend against the infringement of moral right, but makes 
the premise of the judgment by the Tokyo High Court that Article 30 Paragraph 1 
Subparagraph 2 apply to the case to negate the infringement of moral right to reverse 
the Tokyo High Court’s decision, for the no infringement of moral right cannot be 
proved positively.222 Second, the court explains the term “citation” under Article 30 
Paragraph 1 Subparagraph 2. The citation here should be for the purpose of reference, 
criticism. Actually, in the current Copyright Law, Article 32 also stipulates that “it 
shall be permissible to make quotation from a work…and their extent does not exceed 
that justified by purposes such as news reporting, criticism or research.”223 The work 
to cite and the work to be cited should be clearly distinguished and the new work can 
only cite a part of the original work, but when a work which is very short, it is not 
forbidden for the subsequent author to use the whole original work in his new work. 
Third, the court comments on the infringement of the right to integrity.  
 
Two elements related to infringement of the right to integrity. One is to publish or 
promote another person’s copyrighted work. The other one is to alter or modify 
another person’s copyrighted work. According to the said elements, there are four 
situations under the problem of infringement of the right to integrity. First, in 
principle, there will be no infringement when the subsequent author reproduces the 
whole or a part of the original work without any modification. Second, the subsequent 
author reproduces the whole or a part of the original work with some modification, 
but the said modification has no creativity. The third situation is that there is creativity 
in the said modification and after the modification, the essential characteristics in 
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expression of the original work still can be perceived. And the last situation is that 
there is creativity in the said modification and after the modification, the essential 
characteristics in expression of the original work cannot be perceived anymore. As to 
the last situation, not only the external expression of the original work is changed, but 
also the internal expression of the original work. Therefore, the new work to the 
original work is totally another independent copyrighted work and not an 
infringement of the original work. However, as to the second and third situation, the 
internal expression of the original still remains the same in the new work, so the new 
work is deemed as a reproduction of the original work which may infringe the right to 
integrity of the original work. Fourth, based on the third point, the court continues to 
comment that the right to integrity is to maintain the integrity of the copyrighted work, 
to maintain the original of the copyrighted work, and to let others respect the original 
work.224 And it is construed that the modification of solely external expression of the 
copyrighted work will cause the infringement of the right to integrity of the original 
work.225  
 
As to the said situation second and third, seldom objection to second situation that it is 
an infringement of the original, for there is no creativity in the modification. But there 
are objections to support the work in third situation that it is not an infringement of 
original work, even if the external expression of the original was changed. For 
example, theories like because the work can be deemed as a derivative work, so the 
external expression shall be changed for it is a derivative work. The Supreme Court 
gives two reasons about the objective views. First is the modification is not against 
the original author’s will or the permission of the author is a legal fiction. Second is in 
the light of the nature of the derivative work as well as the purpose and the manner of 
exploiting the original work, the modification is deemed unavoidable. Therefore, 
according to the third point of the commentary, only when the said the third situation 
need to use the said ground to prove that the new work does not infringe the right to 
integrity of the original work. In other words, when there is citation with creativity, 
but the expression of the essential characteristics of the original work can still be 
perceived from the citation or the new work, then the ground to defend against the 
claim of the infringement of the right to integrity is that the modification is deemed 
unavoidable in light of the nature of the new work as well as the purpose and the 
manner of exploiting the original work. However, even if the infringement could be 
negated by the reason that the new work is a derivative work, there are still some 
problems that need to be considered. First, beside the derivative work has creativity, 
the derivative work must be the copyrighted work which is protected by the copyright 
law. One of the reasons that the derivative work can be protected under the copyright 
law is that in view of the nature of the work, the work shall be protected under 





226 The other two reasons are to get the permission from the copyrighted holder and to be protected according to 
the copyright law. 	
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On the contrary, there are works that has creativity, but cannot be protected under the 
copyright law. As to these works, the creativity of the modification in them cannot be 
admitted and thus the infringement of the right to integrity could not be negated, for it 
is hard to find out the reasonable reason to defend against the infringement of the 
right to integrity. To sum up, the court holds that if the new creatively work could not 
find the reasonable reason to be protected under the copyright law, its creativity of the 
modification to the original work will be denied, and then such work will be judged as 
the infringement of the right to integrity of the original work. Second, if there was no 
infringement of the right to integrity of the original work related to a derivative work, 
it is merely because the modification of the external expression of the original work is 
based on situation that the modification is a reproduction of different species from the 
original work or the modification is the alteration of the genre from the original work. 
Examples like detective fiction to humorous story will be deemed as the same species. 
On the other hand, changing novel to stage play will be deemed as the different 
species. The reproduction of different species from the original work will absolutely 
causes the modification of the external expression of the original work, and such 
modification will not be an infringement of the right to integrity. This is because the 
modification will be unavoidable according to the nature of the reproduction of 
different species. However, the court says that even if the said modifications that do 
not cause infringement of the right to integrity, and such modifications of the external 
expression of the original work make modification of the internal expression of the 
original work within the scope of not damaging the integrity of the original work, the 
problem of infringement of the right to integrity would still happen according to the 
modification. To sum up, as to the problem of infringement of the right to integrity, 
the core problem will be whether the internal expression of the original work is 
modified or not.  
 
In summary, the court holds that even if the montage case in the present case is to be 
deemed as a copyrighted work, which not means another independent copyrighted 
work, but a work which is subordinate to the original work with creativity, but 
because the expression of the essential characteristics of the original photo could be 
perceived directly in the montage work, therefore it infringes the right to integrity of 
the original work. The meaning of perception of essential characteristics of the form 
of expression is that although there is modification of the external expression of the 
original work, the integrity of the internal expression of the original work is not 
damaged. This kind of said status will create the reproduction of the original work, for 
the external expression of the original work is modified, but the integrity of the 
internal expression of the original work is not damaged, which the modification is 
within the proper scope. In consequence, the montage photo infringes the right to 
integrity of the original work. 
 
3.1.5 Brief Summary of the Case 
 
From the above said commentary of the Supreme Court, we could notice that the 
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problem of infringement mainly exists in the said third situation. The court gives its 
opinions about how to defend against infringement in this situation. First, the 
infringement of copyright problem is cause by the modification of the external 
expression of the original work. The ground to defend against the infringement is that 
in light of the nature of the new work as well as the purpose and the manner of 
exploiting the original work, the modification is unavoidable. However, there are still 
two points that need to be sure. One is that the new work should be protected under 
copyright law. As to this problem, the reason is also that the work could be protected 
under the copyright law in light of the nature of work. The other one is that the 
element of being not infringement of the copyright should be due to result that the 
modification of external expression of the original work is either the reproduction of 
different species from the original work or the alteration of the genre from the original 
work. Anyhow, in the end, the problem of infringement of the right to integrity will 
come down to whether there is modification to the internal expression of the original 
work.                    
  
No matter the present case is related to economic right or moral right of copyright, we 
can get the main point from the above said that the nature of the new work as well as 
the purpose and the manner of exploiting the original work is an important factor in 
judging the work in the present case that whether montage photo infringes the original 
copyright or not. Although there are other elements to make a work not to be 
infringement of the original, like to get the permission from the copyrighted holder or 
to be protected according to the copyright law, but as to montage photo or parody, the 
only evidence of not to be infringement of original is the nature of the work itself, for 
“it should be noted that parody is unlike to be the subject of a license from the author 
of a serious work”227 This point is also noticed by the Tokyo High Court in the 
montage photo case.   
                                                                            
3.2 Who Moved My Cheese? Case 
 




The plaintiff is the author of the Japanese version of the original work Who Moved My 
Cheese? The defendant published another book, which is claimed as the parody of the 
Japanese version of the original work, Who Melted My Butter? The issue is about 
whether the parody by the defendant is a legal work or not. 
 
3.2.2 Analysis and Opinions from the Court 
 
Before judging whether the defendant’s work (hereinafter, referred to as parody) is an 
infringement of the adaptation, namely, the plaintiff’s work (hereinafter, referred to as 
																																								 																				 	
227	 Nimmer, supra note 51, at 13-224.10.	
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the work), first step is to make sure which part the defendant would infringe the work. 
Since there is no objection that the work is an adaptation of the original work, 
therefore the plaintiff has the right of adaptation in in the work. The concept of 
adaptation is the conduct of creating another copyrighted work that expresses new 
thought or sentiment creatively, which is based on the existing original work to 
modify its specific expression with maintaining the expression of the essential 
characteristics of the integrity of the original work and people who come into contact 
with the adaptation work, can perceive the essential characteristics of the expression 
of the existing work directly. Therefore, the part that itself is not expression or the 
part that has no creativity in the expression will not be deemed as adaptation and the 
copyright of the adaptation work will be brought about only on the newly creative part. 
To sum up, to judge whether there is infringement of the copyright or not in the 
present case, it will be based on whether the expression of the essential characteristics 
of the newly creative part in the adaptation can be perceived directly through the 
expression of parody. 
 
The court compares with two works and judges whether the parody is an infringement 
of the work through 9 points. The 9 points are listed respectively as follows, 1) the 
cover of the works; 2) the whole composition and the meeting of the first scene in the 
first part; 3) the setting of the story in the present volume; 4) the scene to discover the 
stuff; 5) the topic of moving; 6) the disappearance of cheese (butter) and the doubt to 
companion for the disappearance of cheese (butter); 7) the development of the story; 8) 
to explore the cheese (butter); 9) the meeting of the scene in the third part. According 
to the said comparison of 9 points, the court finds that except several specific 
expressions in the parody that can be deemed as the adaptation of the work, for those 
expressions are the newly creative part in the work and the expression of the essential 
characteristics of the work can be perceived directly through the similar expressions 
in the parody, the infringement of the copyright does not exist in the rest part, for they 
are not the part of creativity or the part of newly creative expression in the work. 
Therefore, the right of adaptation of the plaintiff’s work is infringed by the defendant.   
 
However, the court still needs to decide whether the claim of the permission of the 
expression of parody by the defendant could defend against the infringement of the 
copyright in the present case. Parody, as a form of literature, it is established that 
parody is to imitate the expression of previous copyrighted work to satirize or criticize 
its content in a humorous way. It is admitted that the parody criticizes the content in 
the work. For example, the proposition which is advocated in the work is when 
confronting the changes in work and life, people will adapt to the changes quickly, but 
not persist in ways as they always had and if there is no advancement in yourself, the 
things will not take a turn for the better. On the contrary, the parody complaints the 
meaninglessness to pursue something instead of the things lost by changes and to lose 
oneself through feel nervous by not making a desperate effort to advance, finding that 
somehow the happy daily life is the important thing. Although the creation of parody 
could not be isolated from the original work and conjures up the reader’s memory to 
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the thoughts and sentiment of the original work and parody is admitted, the parody 
has the limitation by itself228 and the description of the literal copying or just a little 
modification to the copying in parody is beyond the limitation to the expression. 
Therefore, the expression of parody is not allowed to infringe the copyright of the 
original work. 
 
In addition, the defendant also claims that the freedom of expression in the 
Constitution allows the publication of the parody. The court holds that even if 
freedom of expression had relationship with the public interest, it cannot be exempted 
from the restriction of the relationship with another person’s copyright.  
 
3.2.3 Related Scholar Opinions 
 
In the present case, the court also uses the standard, “direct perception of the essential 
characteristics of the form of expression of the original work”, to decide whether the 
parody infringed the copyright (the right of adaptation) of the newly creative part in 
the plaintiff’s work. Actually, most of the content of the work in the said lists cannot 
be deemed as the newly creative part, therefore the parody does not infringe the 
copyright of the work. However, according to the findings that at least some sentences 
have creativity in the work and the corresponding similar expressions are found in 
parody from which the expression of the essential characteristics of the work can be 
perceived, the court decides that the parody infringes the plaintiff’s work. First, the so 
called creative sentences are nothing more than the common translation of the original 
work. For example, one of the sentence in original work is “‘How so?’ Nathan asked.” 
according to the principle of faithful translation, the Japanese version is just totally the 
same mean as what is said in the original work.229 No matter who translates the 
original sentence, it will be in the same way. So the “at least some sentences” cannot 
be deemed as the “newly creative part”. Second, even if the said sentences have 
creativity, only according to those fragment sentences, who can say that he can 
perceive the essential characteristics of the work through those sentences?230 What’s 
more is that the expression of the essential characteristics of the work should be the 
expression of which consists the story or the scene of the original work, but not the 
expression of some fragment sentences.231 Therefore, only according to the mere 
several sentences, the infringement of the copyright of the original work cannot be 
decided. 
 
Another important issue is about parody defense to the infringement of copyright. In 
the present case, the Tokyo District Court admits that parody is a literary form. It also 
admits that the defendant’s work is a parody of the plaintiff’s work. However, even if 
the parody was admitted by the court, it cannot be exempted from infringement of the 
																																								 																				 	
228 東京地裁平 13 年 12・19〔17 頁〕。 However, the court did not state what limitation the parody is. 
229 岡邦俊「言語の著作物についてパロディの成否を論じた「チーズはどこへ消えた？」事件（上）東京
地裁平成 13 年 12 月 19 日決定（最高裁ホームページｍに掲載）」JCA ジャーナル第 49 巻 4 号 51 頁（2002）。		
230 山本隆司「『チーズはどこへ消えた？』事件」コピ 2002.4（2002）17 頁。	  
231 山本・前掲注（230）17 頁。	  
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copyright, for actually the court uses the general theory to decide whether parody is 
infringement of copyright or not.232 If it was the case, then maybe there is no need to 
research whether parody can be used to defend against infringement or not. Another 
point which is related to parody is that the court in the present case used the same 
statement of the opinion from the Supreme Court in Montage Photo case that the 
defendant would not infringe copyright by creating another work to satirize or 
criticize the content of the plaintiff’s work and then it will not infringe the plaintiff’s 
copyright. This statement will easily remind us of the supplementary opinion of 
Justice Tamaki Schoichi in Montage Photo case, which he states that “the [defendant] 
may take a photograph which imitates the form of expression of the Photograph 
within the scope considered to be necessary for a parody and apply the montage 
method to this”233 and therefore “the possibility of expression by parody as intended 
by the [defendant] is not entirely denied”234.  It seems that the present case takes the 
same position that to admit the literary form parody has no relationship with the 
judgment of infringement of the copyright. Therefore, in this case we still cannot see 
any enthusiasm to clarify the modern issue of the relationship between parody and the 
original work.235 
 
3.3 Adaptation Elements and Citation Requirements in Parody Cases 
 
Article 27 of Copyright Law stipulates the rights of translation, adaptation, etc. that 
the author shall have the exclusive right to translate, arrange musically or transform, 
or dramatize, cinematize, or otherwise adapt his work.236 The right of adaptation is 
one of the rights about the behavior of diverting the original work to create the 
derivate copyrighted work.237 The definition of “derivate work” means a work 
created by translating, arranging musically or transforming, or dramatizing, 
cinematizing, or otherwise adapting a pre-existing work.238 In the old copyright law, 
there was no explicit provision as to the derivative works, such as adapting a piece of 
novel for script, or adapting the script in to novel. However, any work, which has the 
originality, will be protected under the copyright law.239 Under this kind of situation, 
there was no clear definition of adaptation either in articles or in the decision of the 
Supreme Court until the decision of Supreme Court in Esashi Oiwaken case. The 
Supreme Court clearly gives the definition of the adaptation. The adaptation of a 
literary work means the creation of another work in which those who have access to it 
may directly perceive the essential characteristics of the expression of an existing 
work, based upon an existing work and by maintaining the essential characteristics of 
																																								 																				 	
232	 岡邦俊「言語の著作物についてパロディの成否を論じた「チーズはどこへ消えた？」事件（下）東
京地裁平成 13年 12月 19日決定（最高裁ホームページｍに掲載）」JCAジャーナル第 49巻 5号 43頁（2002）。 
233 前掲注（213）。 
234 前掲注（213）。 
235 岡・前掲注（232）43 頁。 
236 Yukifusa, supra note 46, at 49. 
237 加戸守行『著作権法逐条講義（三訂新版）』199 頁〔加戸守行編〕（著作権情報センター、平成 12 年）。 





its expression, modifying, increasing or reducing, or altering its specific expressions, 
and newly expressing thoughts of feelings in a creative manner.240 To conclude, three 
requirements should be satisfied. 1, the new work is based on the original work. 2, the 
person who accesses to the new work should perceive the essential characteristics of 
the original expression directly. 3, there is modification to the specific expression of 
the original in the new work.241 This court also gives the situations of what kind of 
work could not be deemed as adaptation. An act of creating a literary work which is 
identical to an existing work merely in a part which is not in itself an expression, or a 
part which has no creativity in expression such as the thought, feeling, or idea, facts or 
incidents is not an adaptation of an existing literary work.242 Consequently, if the 
content itself was not expression or the expression had no creativity in the new work, 
then the work cannot be deemed as adaptation of the original work.  
 
The prerequisite of a work to be adaptation is that creative expression should be 
included in the new work. And then the said above three requirements should be 
satisfied.        
 
Before the current copyright law, article 30 of the old copyright law also had 
stipulated the provision to allow users to use the copyrighted work freely. As to the 
standard of how to judge whether a user legally used the copyrighted work or not, 
there are four points. First is the aim and motive of user. Second is the degree of 
necessity to use the copyrighted work. Third is the scope of the work which is being 
used. Fourth is how the copyrighted work is being used. However, the basic point is 
whether the user is consistent with the principle of good faith and fairness.243   
Article 32 paragraph 1 of the current Copyright Law stipulates that it shall be 
permissible to make quotations from a work already made public, provided that their 
making is compatible with fair practice and their extent does not exceed that justified 
by purpose such as news reporting, criticism or research.244 There are arguments 
about the elements in judging the lawful quotation, but the majority theory on this 
topic is the two elements. That is, first, the clear distinguishableness, which means 
that the work that incorporates and utilizes the quoted work must be clearly 
distinguishable from the work that is incorporated and utilized; second, the relation of 
superior and subordinate, which means that the two works must be such that the work 
that incorporates and utilizes the quoted work is superior and the quoted work is 
subordinate. Sometime another element of minimum necessary and other elements is 
also taken into consideration.245 What’s more is that the behavior under Article 32 
cannot affect the protection of the moral rights of authors. This statement is in terms 
of Article 50 of Copyright Law and this article is to protect the moral rights of the 
author, namely, the right to make a work public, the right of attribution, and the right 
																																								 																				 	
240日本最高裁判所、http://www.courts.go.jp/app/hanrei_en/detail?id=544、（2016.02.01）。  
241 高部眞規子「判例からみた翻案の判断手法」山本隆司ほか編『著研 34』13 頁 (有斐閣、2007) 。	 	  
242 http://www.courts.go.jp/app/hanrei_en/detail?id=544 this is from the website of Japanese Supreme Court. 
243	 小林・前掲注（239）206 頁。 
244 Yukifusa, supra note 46, at 55.  
245 川原健司「引用の適法要件」東京大学法科大学院ローレビューVol.1(2006.8)56 頁。 	  
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to integrity. However, Article 20 paragraph 2 subparagraph 4 of current Copyright 
Law stipulates that other modifications not falling within those mentioned in the 
preceding three items, which are deemed unavoidable in the light of the nature of a 
work as well as the purpose and the manner of exploiting it.246 The said article is to 
protect the right to integrity.  
 
Especially to parody, according what is said in the beginning of this thesis, parody 
usually imitates the work which is already well known to the public, so the right to 
make a work public will not be a problem here. As to the right of determining the 
indication of the author’s name, according to the stipulation of Article 19 paragraph 1 
subparagraph 3 that it shall be permissible to omit the name of the author where it is 
found that there is no risk of damage to the interests of the author in his claim to 
authorship in the light of the purpose and the manner of exploiting his work and in so 
far as such omission is compatible with fair practice, actually the modification to 
original work could be deemed unavoidable according the nature of parody and the 
purpose of using the original work. And then the “risk of damage to the interests of 
the author” here means that if omitted the author’s name, the risk of intentionally 
keeping the author’s name, or causing the misunderstanding that other person is the 
author, or misunderstanding that the work is anonymous works. According to parody 
case, no such risk would happen. And the last one is the right to integrity. The 
limitation to this right is also according to the nature of parody and the purpose of 
using the original work. 
 
There is also scholars hold that the reason to tolerate parody is the freedom of 
expression.247 For parody possesses the characteristics of commenting on the original 
work, it should be respected according to the constitution.248 However, the old 
copyright law already inherited the spirit in the law, which is to balance the private 
right in copyrighted author and the development of culture by making use of the 
copyrighted work.249 What’s more is that the so-called freedom of expression is the 
method of conveying people’s think to the public, for example, publishing, released of 
film, broadcasting and so on, but not merely to create original novel or to create other 
kinds of works. Merely to create original novel is outside the area of law and it cannot 
say as freedom yet.250 Therefore, the reason of the freedom of expression to interpret 
parody still needs to be discussed.  
 
4. The Cases in Japan Related to the Problem of Fair Use  
 
Except cases mentioned above, in Japan there are still some other cases which are 
discussed with the concept of fair use doctrine.    
 
																																								 																				 	
246 Yukifusa, supra note 46, at 43.  
247 青木大也｢著作権法におけるパロディの取扱い｣ジュリ 1449 号 59 頁(2013) 。 
248 青木・前掲注（247）59 頁。 
249 小林・前掲注（239）193 頁。 
250 萼優美『条解著作権』22 頁〔萼優美編〕（港出版社刊，1958 年）。	  
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4.1 The Last Message in the Suspension or Discontinuance of Publication of 
Journals251 
 
4.1.1 Facts  
 
The plaintiffs are the presses of various kinds of journals who had suspended the 
publication or discontinued the publication. The defendant is also a press who 
publishes books. From the year of 1986 to 1993, the defendant collected the covers, 
the articles which were written to the readers by the editorial department or the leader 
of the editorial department at the time of the suspension or discontinuance of the 
publication of each journal, or the illustrations appeared in the journals. Then the 
defendant copied all those collections though electronic reprographic machine every 
year and printed out and sold his own book in the form of plate making of photos to 
the market. The plaintiffs sued that the information which was contained in the 
defendant’s book was published and copyrighted under their copyrights. Therefore, 
the plaintiffs sued the defendant used their copyrighted works without their 
permission which constituted infringement of copyright of them. 
 
4.1.2 Analysis and Decision 
 
There are two issues which are concerned by the two parties. The first issue is about 
whether the plaintiffs’ works are copyrighted work or not. The second issue is about 
whether the action happened in the case can be applied to the fair use doctrine. We 
just look at the issues related to the essential part of fair use doctrine in the case. 
 
As to the second issue, the defendant defended that although there’s no fair use 
provision in Japanese copyright law except Article 32(1), it can also adopt fair use 
doctrine in this case. Therefore, the defendant analyzed four factors respectively 
which included in the doctrine. The first factor is the aim and the nature of the use. 
The aim of the book of the defendant’s is to reflect the upgrade of the journals, so that 
to report and criticize the society’s phenomena. Therefore, the aim of the defendant to 
collect and publish the original work is to report and criticize. What’s more is that the 
use of the defendant didn’t overlap the use of the original aim of the original author, 
which can be determined that the defendant’s work can rarely substitute the original 
work. The second factor is the nature of the used work. Generally speaking, it is more 
advantageous to use fair use doctrine as the defense in non-fiction work than in fiction 
work. From the judgment, we can know that in the defendant’ work there are 
non-fiction and fiction parts. But because the original works were already stopped 
publishing, it would be difficult for common people to get the information in the 
journals in a normal way or through normal price in the market. Thus, the claim of 
fair use is more likely to be approved. The third factor is the amount and substantiality 
of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole. The defendant just 
copied the cover or the page which contained the notification of the suspension of the 
																																								 																				 	
251 東京地裁平成 7 年 12 月 18 日判タ 916 号 206 頁。 
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journal, so in fact no essential part was contained in the defendant’s work. The fourth 
factor is the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted 
work. In this case, the original journals had already stopped publishing their journals, 
this is, there is no value can be created by them, let alone the defendant influenced the 
original work’s potential market or the value of the copyrighted work. 
 
However, the court denied that the defendant could make use of the fair use defense 
since there were no grounds of positive law for fair use doctrine in Japanese copyright 
law.  
 
4.1.3 Conclusion  
 
To the first issue of the problem of copyrighted work, professor Tamura held the point 
of view that the key point is that to judge the infringed works are copyrighted works 
or not will play a key role to judge whether the action in the defendant is dead copy or 
not. 252 And according to this consideration, the final decision on whether the 
infringed work is copyrighted work or not is very important. Among the defense 
which defended by the defendant, we can see that there are two points which the 
defendant had a little misunderstanding in the meaning of the fair use doctrine. The 
first one is the purpose in the first factor. Defendant understood it as long as the 
purpose of his work was not the same as the purpose of the original work, then it is ok 
to make use the original work without the copyrighted holder’s authorization. But the 
defendant forgot another point is that the purpose of the defendant’s work itself also 
plays a key role in deciding this factor. The second one is that the defendant defended 
that his action is to conserve the extinct magazines which become inaccessible 
through the normal market. Here, we should notice that this exception of fair use is 
for the library or archival unite who has the right to copy the extinct material for only 
one copy so that the library or archival unite can conserve the material for users who 
come to them. The defendant’s copying action is absolutely out of the situation which 
is prescribed in fair use doctrine in American copyright law. What’s more is that the 
quantity is also out of the requirement, for the defendant copied many books of the 
“extinct magazines” to sell them to the market.  
 
From this case, we can see that the understanding of fair use doctrine in common 
people is still vague and not precise yet. And the court still denies taking the fair use 
doctrine into consideration.  
 





252 田村善之「雑誌の休廃刊の際の挨拶文の創作性が問題となった事例――ラストメッセージ in 最終号
事件」ジュリ 1113 号 257 頁（1997）。  
253 東京高裁平成 11 年（ネ）5641 号。	  
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The plaintiff X is a calligrapher. Defendant Y1 is a company managing lighting 
technicians and Y2 is a company preparing advertising. X had three pieces of works 
which were using various kinds of writing brushes to write brush-written characters in 
some certain size. In order to propagate the products of three types of lighting 
technicians, the defendants made a series of catalogues and in the catalogues, the 
photographed X’s works were also included in them without authority. The photos 
were compositions in the set design so as to exhibit Y’s products in the Japanese-style 
room. Therefore, plaintiff X claimed damages for the action of defendants Y infringed 
his Right of Reproduction, Right of Attribution and Right to Integrity. 
 
4.2.2 The Decision   
     
The court decided that to be as a reproduction work of the original work, the content 
and the form of characteristics of the original in the reproduction should be 
perceptible by the common people. And the expression part of the calligraphy itself 
also includes the shape, the size of the character, the shade of the ink, the combination 
of each character in a piece of work and so many other things that the calligrapher can 
develop the copyright owner’s own personalized expression. And so that it is worth 
protection of Copyright Law as a copyright work. The court decided that the standard 
to judge whether it is a reproduction work or not for a calligraphy is that whether the 
reproduction reappears the part of the original or not. 
 
Consequently, to compare the work of X’s and Y’s, we can see that the size of the Y’s 
work is too small to recognize the shade of the ink, the shape of the character and so 
on which are the expression part of the original, although we can recognize what the 
characters are on the Y’s photos unless we have general attentiveness. That is to say, 
from Y’s reproduction, we cannot see the characteristic part in the X’s work and 
therefore we can’t feel the essential part of X’ work and so Y’s work is not a 
reproduction of X’s work. And because of the said reason, there will be no damages 
according to the right of attribution and the right to integrity claimed by plaintiff X. 
 
4.2.3 Analysis 
    
The plaintiff X claimed damages based on three rights in him, i.e., Right of 
Reproduction, Right of Attribution and Right to Integrity. As a whole, the court 
analyzed the Right of Reproduction mainly, for example, given us the criterion to 
judge whether a work is a reproduction. And then, based on the situation of the 
judgment of the right of the reproduction, court gave us the decision in deciding the 
other two rights. 
 
Around other four points at this issue except the point in determining the reproduction, 
we can see that as to the second point, which is whether it is a quotation or not, the 
defendant based on Article 32 of the Copyright law claiming that first, the original 
was “already made public”, and second, the original was just a decorative element of 
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the Japanese-style room to propagate their product which they thought that their 
action was fair business activity which “is compatible with fair practice” in the 
copyright law. But the plaintiff had another understanding in reading the meaning of 
“compatible with fair practice” and “to the extent justified” in Article 32. They 
defended that the character of the clearness and distinction and the character of 
subordination to the original couldn’t be found in the defendant’s work, so it couldn’t 
be classified in quotation and what’s more is that commercial activity shouldn’t be 
judged as “fair practice” and therefore, the defendant had no necessity to have to use 
the plaintiff’s work. 
     
As to the fourth point, the plaintiff’s right to integrity, the plaintiff claimed that there 
were some changes in the original. Therefore, the right was infringed by the defendant. 
The defendant defended that these changes weren’t against the plaintiff’s will254 and 
therefore it wasn’t infringed the right to integrity in plaintiff. 
 
As in the article of the Limitations on Copyright and Fair Use written by Professor 
Yoko Yama, it said that court shouldn’t be particular about the two factors, i.e., the 
character of the clearness and distinction and the character of subordination to the 
original. Because both two factors is from the jurisprudence of the precedent, which 
may not have an correspondent article, namely, if it does not satisfy the two factors, 
but satisfies the request written in the Article 32, i.e., “already made public”, “is 
compatible with fair practice” and “to the extent justified by the purpose of the 
quotation”, then the action can also be determined as legitimate quotation255. In the 
end, the court held that the defendant didn’t infringe the plaintiff’s copyright. 
 
We can still find the influence of Montage Photo Case discussing the character of the 
clearness and distinction and the character of subordination to the original. However, 
the present court also used the method of whether the original work could be 
substituted by the defendant’s work or not, which is the fourth factor in fair use 
doctrine of the effect on the market for the copyrighted work. Although the court 
denied the application of fair use doctrine, it still has the same concept to regulate 




The court didn’t shift its angle of consideration to think that the problem is not at 
whether people can feel the essential part of the infringed work or not,256 but whether 
the infringed work can be substituted or not. The calligraphy in the case is too small 
to see and it is just a background in observer’s eyes,257 but anyhow, it is not that 
																																								 																				 	
254 1701 Case Times, 157. 
255 横山久芳「著作権の制限とフェアユースについて」パテント Vol.62 No. 6 (2009) 50 頁。 
256 岡崎洋「背景の書－照明器具カタログ事件（東京地裁平成 11 年 10 月 27 日判決批評）」別冊ジュリ
157 号 128 頁（2001）。  
257 上野達弘「著作権法における権利制限規定の再検討	――日本版フェア・ユースの可能性――」コピ
560 号 2 頁(2007)。 
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small that the third party cannot speak out the beauty in the calligraphy. In other 
words, the court maybe should concentrate its attention on whether the defendant can 
have another choice to take a photo in his own introduction pamphlet. Anyhow, 
people can tell the differences between the infringed work and other infamous work.          
 




The plaintiff is a painter who engages in creative painting activities in Yokohama city 
and San Diego in America mainly in the latter of 1970s. Around 1994, for the aim of 
the route of bus loop in the center of Yokohama city, the plaintiff painted paintings on 
one of the buses, which was on both sides of the bus and top and back of the bus. 
Plaintiff used many original colors, such as red and blue. In it, many images were 
included, for instance, people’s faces, petals, a new moon and many other kinds of 
shapes which were drawn in big brush. And the specific character in the plaintiff was 
shown fully in the picture. The defendant who, in 1998, published a book in which 
including the picture of the plaintiff’s painting which was placed on the cover of the 
book and inside of it on page 14. In the book, there are 24 types of cars which are 
introduced to the children with explanation and illustrations. And the defendant didn’t 
indicate the plaintiff’s name on the published book. Based on the action of the 
defendant, the plaintiff claimed damages for the defendant infringed his Copyright 
and Moral Rights of Authors. 
 
4.3.2 Decision and Analysis 
 
There are four issues focus on the case. In this thesis we only discuss the first and the 
fourth one as follows. The first issue is about whether the plaintiff’s painting is an 
artistic work or not. To be a copyrighted work or an artistic work, the “work” should 
“fall within the literary, scientific, artistic, or musical domain” in which “thoughts or 
sentiments are expressed in a creative way”, however, there are no request on the 
degree of the “creative”. Therefore, the work can be deemed as an artistic work, 
provided the creator’s personality is expressed anyhow. In this case, there are many 
kinds of shapes in the work of the plaintiff which we can have energetic feeling from 
it and these specific technique of expression make the plaintiff’s work of no doubt of 
an artistic work. The fourth issue is about whether Right of determining the indication 
of the author’s name is infringed or not. The defendant didn’t indicate the name of the 
plaintiff’s name on the involved book, but according to the above discussed issues, 
such as the purpose of the use of the plaintiff’s work, the court thought that there was 
no damage generated by the action of the defendant’s exploitation, so there’s no 
infringement in Moral Rights of Authors. To sum up, the court held that the defendant 
didn’t infringe the plaintiff’s copyright. 
 
																																								 																				 	





From the decision of the court, we can see that in deciding the third issue of whether 
the disputable action is applicable to Article 46(iv) or not, the court put forward some 
factors in judging whether an action is “reproduction of an artistic work exclusively 
for the purpose of selling its copies and sale of such copies”. Therefore, the criterion 
of judgment can also be enlarged or narrowed to some extent by the court in Japan. So, 
if the regulations on the limitations on copyright is too strict, and then many other 
people’s works cannot be used for introduction, criticism or other kind of purposes, 
then to quote other’s work will be too difficult to realize the aim of limitations on 
copyright.259 It will be no different from the judgment of cases related to fair use in 
America on the issue of the power in judgment in court. To adopt this kind of reason 
on judgment on this case, it is also reasonable to and equal to consider fair use 
doctrine from such kind of thought.   
       
5. Brief Summary 
 
To look through the Japanese cases in a chronological order from the year of 1995 to 
2001, the court actually is more and more inclined to approve of the defendant’s 
defenses which more or less had some relationship with the fair use doctrine or the 
shadow of fair use doctrine. To the first case, “the Last Message in the Suspension or 
Discontinuance of Publication of Journals” that the court even didn’t take any related 


































Chapter 4 Parody in China  
 
1. Introduction and Problem of Parody 
 
1.1 The Cultural Background of Parody 
 
Around the end of 2005 to the beginning of 2006, both the general public and the 
legal scholars in Chinese society paid much attention to a dispute between a 
20-minutes video of The Bloody Case That Started from a Steamed Bun (hereinafter, 
Steamed Bun) made by a Chinese video blogger Hu Ge and the film of The Promise 
made be director Chen Kaige. The dispute is about whether the video is an 
infringement of the film or not, since some people hold the idea that the video is a 
parody of the film. The director Chen Kaige was so angry when heard the news that 
Hu Ge unscrupulously parodied his film taking 3 years and 300 million yuan to 
complete and declared that he would bring an action against Hu Ge. In the end, under 
the pressure, the case finally did not go to the Court. However, the discussion on 
parody under copyright is not over.  
 
Parody, like introduced above, has a very long history in the West and works such as 
Don Quixote, Ulysses, which are very famous and popular among people. Because of 
the influence of Taoism, the impression of Chinese is serious and stereotyped and this 
also influenced China’s culture. Parody is imported goods comparing against the 
Chinese native concept that in the classical Chinese literature, there was no concept of 
parody. Therefore, parody is a little bit strange to Chinese people. However, actually 
there is cultural foundation for parody in China and there are still literary works with 
similar style or effect of parody. For example, early in Warring States Era in China, 
Chuang Tzu made use of the dialogue, which is between the teacher and student of 
Confucianism during its initial stage, to express his opinion and criticism on the 
political reform. Through this, Chuang Tzu overturned Confucius’ noble model and 
high virtue.260 Certainly, from the strict sense, this cannot be deemed as parody. 
Another example like Si Maqian wrote the Comical Biographies in Historical 
Records that showing there are also funny jokes in ancient Chinese drama. Again, this 






progress in China, there are examples such as skinning poem, doggerel which is 
closer to the concept of parody. In the ancient times, skinning poem applies technique 
of abbreviation, addition and reversal and so on to remould famous poem, giving the 
poem a novel content and making the distinct contrast between the new poem and the 
original. This kind of poem conveys the effect of ridicule and humor.261 In the 
modern times, since 1990, with the development of China and the changing of 
people’s life style, the public begin to have the consciousness to strive for the speech 
right262 and also has been affected by the foreign culture. Consequently, many 
creators in various realm of art express their thought through a playful or comical way 
to criticize or to comment on events. Therefore, before the video Steamed Bun was 
created by Hu Ge, there had been already similar parody-culture in China. What’s 
more is that the development of the digital information technology and the popularity 
of the internet provide a much more convenient environment of creation and 
communication among creator and user and the second user. Thus, the literary form, 
parody under this background to obtains the hotbed to be created in Chinese society. 
And also, it is the first time that “parody” has attracted the attention of the law field in 
China.  
 
As said above in the first chapter, parody, as a type of independent artistic creation 
technique, is widely used in novel, drawing, poetry, comedy, music and movie and 
many other kinds of art forms. Along with the development of the information 
technology, as well as the network, the better creative condition for parody and 
smoother spread of parody is provided nowadays.263 Although this time, The Promise 
v. Steamed Bun case did not go to the Court in the end, we cannot ignore the problems 
in the present case that whether parody is an infringement or not in the field of 
copyright. Because maybe next time the parodist “Hu Ge” will not be lucky enough 
that the director “Chen Kaige” gives up to sue him.  
 
1.2 The Problem of Parody 
 
The embarrassment about parody in China is that at present, there are no explicit rules 
and few juridical practices to deal with such kind of works.264 Therefore, the 
discussion on this topic by academic is confused. The Constitutional scholars 
comment on Hu Ge’s behavior from the angle of freedom of expression. The 
intellectual property scholars analyze it from the view of fair use to discuss the 
validity of parody. Some scholars combine the said two opinions to judge the validity 
of parody.265 However, the main and general dispute about parody in China is that 
whether parody is an infringement or is fair use. If parody constituted fair use, then it 
will not be an infringement. Otherwise, parody will be an infringement of original 
																																								 																				 	
261 赵涵：《当代文学艺术中的戏仿研究》，第 10页，山东师范大学 2008年。 
262	前引 260，第 19页。	
263 前引 57，107页。 
264 刘淑华：《论滑稽模仿对我国著作权法的挑战》，第 10期，第 25页，载《电子知识产权》2006。 




work.266 Some scholar analyzes parody from the concept of “adaptation”.267 Some 
scholar analyzes parody by whether the quotation parody takes is proper or not.268 In 
fact, there is no mainstream about what is the nature of parody under the Chinese 
copyright law. Therefore, to analyze the protection of parody, the premise is to make 
clear what parody is.  
 
2. The Characteristics of Parody and Parody works in China 
 
In order to know about what is parody, the concept of parody should be made clear 
first. In literary field, the experts did not pay attention to the research on parody until 
the 20th century. After that the theory and scope of the research on parody is extended 
from literary field to internet, from the literature to almost every aspects of the social 
life. Some scholars began to write books about parody and dissertations about parody 
also appeared.269 However, many researches just stop at the level of interpreting the 
text itself, but ignore the versatility of parody. As a whole, the research on parody in 
China is not mature. On the other hand, before the Steamed Bun appeared before us, 
Chinese legal scholars seldom pay attention to the protection or infringement of the 
subject of parody. Therefore, after the Steamed Bun was appeared, legal scholars for 
the first time consider parody in copyright law seriously.         
 
2.1 The Characteristics of Parody 
 
Before entering the analysis of parody, the characteristics of parody are given first. 
Some scholar lists five characteristics about parody.270 According to Liu Shuhua, 
parody includes 5 characteristics as follows. First is comicality. The modern 
comicality shows the effect that the familiar but different feeling between the original 
work and parody created. Second is the intertextuality. Parody makes use of some 
features from the original work in order to conjure up the relation of “intertextuality” 
between two works. Third is popularity. The original work that parody usually 
parodied is well-known or classical work. Thus by the way of popularizing and 
downgrading these works, parody can eliminate the limit of the popular culture and 
elegant culture. Fourth is formality. Usually parody will use more than one classical 
text and montage the texts together and express the simple meaning or plain motif 
exaggeratedly in a more formal way than the original. Fifth is the reasonless 
consciousness. It means parody combines different things, which actually has no 
connection with each other, to reach the aim of making fun or satire.271 Some scholar 
holds the opinion that parody can be expressed by words, pictures, sound or the 
																																								 																				 	
266中国人民大学大学院：《“关于‘馒头血案’的知识产权讨论问题”》，2006年 3月 22日，
http://www·cnlawschool·com/Article/ShowArticle·asp?ArticleID=3034 （2016年 2月 1日）。  
267 王迁：《论认定“模仿讽刺作品”构成“合理使用”的法律规则—兼评<一个馒头引发的血案>涉及的著作权




270 前引 264，第 25-26页。 
271 前引 264，第 25-26页。 
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combination of the said. The parodied objects can be public figure, well-known works, 
well-known trademark or specific commodity. As a product, parody is to satisfy the 
social psychology requirement that the public need humor and satire.272 Some 
researcher holds the ideas that parody is a kind of literature which uses the method of 
downgrading to imitate the original work comically and transplants the style of the 
original work into relatively vulgar theme. After the transformation of literature in 
modern times, the creation of parody is not merely limited to the transplant of style 
and expression of words, but also pictures or sound or other forms of expression in 
transplanting every aspect of the original work.273 However, to sum up, although 
there is no fixed definition about parody, we still can confirm it by its creation mode. 
That is that parody extracts the materials such as character, event and dialogue from 
the original and then transplants and gives them the new meaning in creating the new 
work.   
 
We can see that the characteristic of parody is interpreted according to its nature, or 
its structure, or its way of creation. Consequently, we cannot get a uniform answer as 
to what is the characteristic of parody. However, in most cases, the legal scholars 
connect the characteristics in nature of parody with copyright rules to analyze the 
protection or infringement of parody.  
 
Next I will give some examples of the parody-like or parody works in China and 
show how Chinese scholars comment on them in different historical periods.  
  
2.2 The Parody Works in China                  
 
Parody works had been already existed after the establishment of the first Chinese 
copyright law in 1910 in modern times, before the Steamed Bun was created. For 
example, the master work of parody “My Lost Love”274 is written by Lu Xun275. This 
poem, with its subtitle “a new doggerel modeled after the ancients,” has received 
much scholarly criticism. It contains four stanzas and in each stanza, the lover and I 
persona exchange the gift. The lover gives a one-hundred-butterfly scarf, a picture of 
double swallows, a golden watch belt and a rose as gifts, but I persona presents owl, 
sugarcoated haw on a stick, aspirins and a red-chain snake to her in return. The lover 
gets annoyed at him. At the end of the work, the I persona has no other choice and 
gives up that: “I don’t know why and let her go.” Against the work, its original is 
“Four Sorrow Poetry” written by Zhang Heng who is the people in Han Dynasty. Lu 
Xun himself asserted that “My Lost Love” was written to “satirize ‘lost-love poetry’” 
popular at that time and “to make a joke,”276. However, other scholars did not think it 
was only a joke. And maybe the gifts given by the I persona had special connotation 
																																								 																				 	
272 罗莉：《谐仿的著作权法边界—从<一个馒头引发的血案>说起》，第 3期，第 61页，载《法学》2006年。 
273 前引 268，第 40页。 
274 This poem was written on October 3, 1924 and published in Yusi语丝, no.4, December 8, 1924. 
275 The pen name of Zhou Shuren (September 25, 1881 – October 19, 1936), a leading figure of modern Chinese 
literature. 
276 A Thematic Study of Lu Xun’s Prose Poetry Collection Wild Grass, Tianming, Li P123 
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actually. The work made use of the original as a weapon to criticize the object, i.e., 
the lost-love-poetry popular then. But the original is a work without copyright, so no 
one claimed for the copyright. 
 
Before 1949, scholars like Lu Xun, Guo Moruo277 created this kind of parody. 
However, after 1949, because of China’s special situation, this kind of work style was 
forbidden by the society and until the late 1980s, works containing parody elements 
became popular little by little.278 Wang Shuo, a writer who can be deemed as a 
typical example at that time. Wang Shuo and some other directors made the important 
contribution that brought parody into audiovisual works, which extended the scope of 
parody works in China. Wang Meng another author evaluated Wang Shuo’s work as 
“avoiding sublime”, just as Wang Shuo himself summarized parody as “the excellent 
objects of parody are all those which seem frigging awesome”279  
 
Most of the parodied works in the early parody style works are out of copyright 
protection. Therefore, people seldom discussed the copyright related problems, but 
focused on the literary viewpoint.   
 
2.2.1 The Novel of Shajiabang  
 
In 2003, a novel named “Shajiabang280” caused serious debate in the public. Initially, 
“Shajiabang” is a piece of Chinese revolutionary model opera, which had been 
classified as “the red classics” in 20th century. In the opera, the heroine “A Qing Sao” 
is a resourceful and brave woman who is “A Qing”’s wife outwitting with another two 
characters Diao and Hu. This opera is very popular among people, for it successfully 
built the indomitable national spirit to oppose imperialism and Chinese like this type 
of national image, such as “A Qing Sao”281 However, in the year of 2003, a novel 
also named as “Shajiabang” using the same setting and name of the personages in the 
opera, but a totally subversive character and sentiment in all the personages, was 
published in literary periodical and caused a strong reaction of the whole society. 
 
In the novel, it still used the same character, like “A Qing Sao”, Hu, Diao that as in 
the opera, but were changed out of recognition. For example, the character “A Qing 
Sao” was changed from a wise underground revolutionary into a skittish woman and 
had affair with Hu, who actually was a traitor to the country in the opera. On the 
contrary, Hu was described as a person who was very loyalty and brave. In a word, 
the novel was criticized as reversing the historical fact, defacing the hero and so on.    
 
																																								 																				 	
277 A Chinese author, poet, historian, archaeologist and government official comes from Sichuan, China.  
278 夏涵：《著作权法下戏仿的保护和限制》，第 6页，中国政法大学 2010年 3月。 	
279 苏力：《戏仿的法律保护和限制——《从一个馒头引发的血案》切入》第 3期，第 7页，载《中国法学》
2006年。 
280 Shajiabang (Chinese: 沙家浜) is a Chinese tourist village located adjacent to Yangcheng Lake in Jiangsu 
Province, China.  
281 李存照：《小说“沙家浜”引起社会广泛关注和强烈不满》，第 14页，载《文艺理论与批评》。  
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Most attitudes to the novel are negative. They thought the symbol of national spirit in 
the opera should not be interpreted playfully at will and the novel offended Chinese 
people’s fundamental national integrity.282 What’s more is that some netizens even 
thought that the novel’s author to deny the heroes in the opera was to deny the leader 
status in the war and give vent to the dissatisfaction to the society.283    
 
An intellectual property scholar, Tang Guangliang284 held that intellectual law was 
“to protect human’s contribution” and in the field of copyright, law is not to protect “a 
piece of work”, but the authorship which included in the work. The authorship can be 
reflected in the whole conception of the work, the title of the work or the character in 
the work according to each case. As long as general public can connect an element 
with a specific work or author, then this element should be given protection as 
“authorship”. Therefore, Tang held that it was not necessary to specify whether the 
title of the work or character should be protected or not, but only when the title or the 
character in a work was deemed as an usage of an element which was in other’s 
original work, then this kind of usage should be considered as the infringement of the 
“authorship”, i.e., the infringement of copyright.285  
 
Another scholar Feng Xiang286 said, as the playful interpretation of revolutionary 
opera was deemed as a political issue, no one could be punished right now due to the 
change of the age. However, if this issue were treated from legal angle, first, we 
should to make sure who has the right to sue the author of the novel. It was not 
suitable only because the novel hurt Shajiabang people’s feeling, and then they sue 
the author for infringing their right of reputation, for they are not qualified litigation 
subject. The one who has the right to sue is the author of the opera, but ironic, his 
name was not even on the list which the periodical would apologize to the public for 
the publication of the novel.  
 
Second, if we treated the novel Shajiabang as an adaptation, then no matter whether 
get the authorization or not, as long as the novel Shajiabang did not respect the 
original’s main thought, plot and character relationship, then it can be deemed to be 
infringement. However, here we should pay attention to the phrase “playful 
interpretation”, i.e., parody, which means not the pure adaptation. Parody makes 
reader at once recognize the original work via deliberate contrast, so that to stimulate 
reader’s imagine and achieve the aim of ridiculing, criticizing and overturning the 
thought and standpoint in the original.287 Therefore, the problem will be “Could the 
difference between parody and adaptation resist the copyright, including the author’s 
moral right, to be as the defense for the author of parody work?”288 According to 
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284 Currently Secretary-General of CASS Center for Intellectual Property Rights Studies. 
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286 The Mei Ru’ao Chair Professor in Law. 
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Feng Xiang, a defense called as “fair use” could work for this situation and in Chinese 
Copyright Law article 22 paragraph 2 “appropriate quotation from a published work 
of others in one’s work for the purposes of introduction to, or comment on, a work, or 
demonstration of a point”289 also respects the traditional way of using original work. 
Actually, for literary and artistic creation, no one can “freely” create without the 
expression of predecessor. So we could not ignore the basic nature of literature and art, 
which is imitation. 
 
For parody, the meaning of the imitating, ridiculing and criticizing to original work to 
the society, and the expression freedom embodied in the constitutional law is 
important.290 As American judge said in Campbell case that court should avoid the 
rigid application of copyright so as not to suppress the creativity which the law should 
have fostered. Therefore, parody, as one of the expression of creativity, should be 
protected under copyright law. 
 
Superficially, the publication of parody will damage the image and market of the 
original. On the other hand, we may forget that it can also damage the citizen’s basic 
freedom to get the information and the important value of literature and art and the 
expression freedom also need to be protected under law. However, to protect the 
parody by fair use is just a limitation to copyright and a concession to the public 
interest, such as expression freedom, creative activity.291 If we can understand this 
better, maybe we can get a clear understanding to the existence of works like parody.  
 
Although there was discussion about the copyright problem in the novel “Shajiabang” 
to the original opera, scholar’s attention the discussion is just a little, let alone the 
discussion of parody, and most of the discussions were about how Chinese people’s 
feeling was hurt and the fear about Chinese literature would be collapsed in the future.  
 
According to the aim of the novel’s author, he said it was strange that we only had 
serious relationship between person and person at that time. Thus he wanted to try to 
make an experimental creation of a more personal one under social environment at 
that time and wanted to show us that the relationship between people in the opera is 
not humanized and too serious. In his novel, he let readers know a possible and a 
more personal relationship.292 Unfortunately, although the time passed, to treat 
literary work with political sight still exists in today.  
 
As to this event, most of the people pay attention to the feeling of related person, but 
almost no discussion to copyright problem. 
 
2.2.2 The Film of Cellphone 
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Later on, in the beginning of the next year 2004, a parody appeared in a popular film 
named “cellphone” caused problem in the society. For the parody in the movie used a 
very similar name of a talk show and people’s relationship in the reality to allude to a 
relationship between a famous male compere and another woman in the reality. 
Because of the film, the compere was so angry about the suspicion from the public, 
but found it hard to defend himself. Once again, this time there was still almost no 
discussion about copyright law, but the reputation and other problems. 
 
2.2.3 The Promise v. Steamed Bun 
 
Follow on, in 2006, the movie The Promise was published and the parody of it also 
emerged before us. For this time, parody came into our sight. However, the situation 
on the discussion of parody is disordered.  
 
As to the event, an investigation was made. The questionnaire is that before watching 
the parody Steamed Bun, did you watch the film The Promise? If you did not watch 
the film, will you choose not to watch the film after you watched the parody? And 
then there are three options for the public to choose. A is no, I do not want watch. B is 
yes, I will watch and I would like to watch. C is I want to watch and already watched. 
There are 20 people under investigation. Among them, only one person chose A.6 
persons chose B and 13 persons chose C. According to it, only 5% person will not go 
to watch the film because of the parody.293 This investigation cannot explain the 
problem absolutely. But to some extent, it can tell that the parody does not definitely 
influence the market of original work and to be the competition of the original work 
in the market.. 
 
From the view of justice practice, the copyright holder usually sues the parodist for 
infringing their right of revision, the right to integrity, the right of reproduction, the 
right of communication through information network, the right of adaptation or the 
right of compilation.294 Among scholar’s opinion, the adaptation is often discussed. 
For example, Professor Wang Qian295 holds that parody with originality can be 
deemed as a special “adaptation”. That is that under the premise of originality, the 
parody is a kind of a special form “adaptation”. As he said, this kind of imitation 
which is in parody work, a great quantity of similar original expression must be 
adopted by the parodist in the parody and under meeting the requirement of 
originality. It is inevitable that the new parody work has some substantial similarity 
with the original work, sometimes even high similarity. By this time, the parody work 
will certainly constitute the “adaptation” work of the original.       
  
On the other hand, the parodist usually put forward the defense of “appropriate 
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quotation for the purpose of commenting the work”.296 The reason why the parodist 
uses this defense is because in Article 22 section 4 Chapter II of Copyright Law of the 
People’s Republic of China (hereinafter “Chinese Copyright Law”) stipulates 12 
circumstances about limitations on rights. Thereinto, the second circumstance is about 
quotation. That is that in the following cases, a work may be used without permission 
from, and without payment of remuneration to, the copyright owner, provided that the 
name of the author and the title of the work are mentioned and the other rights 
enjoyed by the copyright owner in accordance with this Law are not prejudiced: (2) 
appropriate quotation from another person’s published work in one’s own work for 
the purpose of introducing or commenting a certain work, or explaining a certain 
point. Article 22 is usually called as fair use system among Chinese scholars. 
However, to some extent, Chinese fair use system is different from fair use doctrine in 
American Copyright Law.  
 
Consequently, related to parody problem, at least three matters should be figured out. 
They are adaptation, quotation and fair use system.   
 
As we already known, there is different requirement to parody between literary and 
legal angle. Parody problem in legal context is whether large amount of quotation and 
quoting the core part of the original is legal or not. According to Chinese Copyright 
Law, the legal quotation which meets the requirements under Article 22 paragraph 2 
is that to have proper attribution, legal aim, and small amount and unessential 
quotation. When argue over the fairness of quotation among Chinese law field, most 
of scholars will use the “essential taken” as the boundary to be fair or not.297 The 
“essential taken” is judged by quality and quantity, which was judged compared to the 
whole copyrighted work. If any of them constituted the “essential taken”, then the 
quotation will not be taken as fair use.  
  
As to the limitation of quantity, Chinese not only limits the percentage of the 
quotation in the whole copyrighted work, but also limits the percentage of the 
quotation in the new work. The former is to prevent too much quotation from letting 
the new work replace the original and damage the original author’s benefit. The latter 
is to prevent too much quotation from the suspicion of plagiary.298 Therefore, the 
“core quotation” is excluded from the scope of fair use.    
 
Some scholars hold that parody is the adaptation of the original work. However, many 
scholars reject this opinion. According to the provision of article 10 paragraph 1 
subparagraph 14 in Chinese Copyright Law, the right of adaptation is “the right to 
change a work into a new one with originality.299” For a more detailed explanation of 
what is the right of adaptation, according to Professor Wu Handong, is that “the right 
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changes the form of expression of the original work, without changing the basic 
thought and content of the original work.”300 He continues to state that the adaptation 
should be conducted on the base of the original work that the adaptation work should 
contain the content of the original, but meanwhile has its own originality which is 
based on the original work. Usually, there are two types of adaptation work. One is to 
change the form of expression of the original work, for example, a piece of novel is 
adapted into a script. The other one is that in order to meet a certain need or demand, 
adapts the original work without changing the type of the original, for example, the 
academic work is adapted into popular science reading. 
 
At present, Chinese legislation did not indicate the direct and detailed indication of 
what constitutes the adaptation. Only the theory and practice circle accepts the 
standard of “substantial similarity” to judge whether a work is an infringement of the 
adaptation of the original work.301 Usually, the court will use the “Three-Step 
Method” to judge whether there is substantial similarity in the basic expression.302 
The first step is to get rid of the part of idea of the original work in the similar part. 
The second step is to get rid of the part of unoriginal expression of the original work 
in the similar part. The third step is to compare and judge whether the original 
expression in the latter work constitutes substantial similarity or not. Although there is 
provision on adaptation in copyright law, the discussion about the distinction between 
adaptation and re-creation work is rare. What’s more is that the present law to the 
scope of the protection to adaptation, the infringement determination and the 
constitution of adaptation is relatively abstract, therefore it is hard for the provision to 
give the detailed guidance to judge the case. Through practice, to be constituted as an 
adaptation work, the work should not only has the originality, but also should “make 
use” of the original work. However, the major premise for a work to be an adaptation 
is that “although there is intellectual achievement in the adaptation work, the basic 
expression of creative idea will not be changed”303 But, the parody, in any case, 
would not follow the main content and idea of the original work to complete the 
creation. Even if parody and adaptation has the same point that both of them re-create 
their works base on the original work, but the level of dependency to the original is 
different. There are also differences in the original degree in two works.304 The 
adaptation still emphasizes the coherence in internal meaning in new context, whereas 
parody emphasizes the interval, but not the coherence the material it makes use of in 
the new context.305 Some scholar make a further step in the distinction between 
parody and derivative work, which is that parody mainly focuses on the comment of 
original work, but the scope of the derivative work is larger.306     
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Some scholars hold that the right of adaptation is the right to transform the work and 
to create new work with originality.307 According to the definition of adaptation from 
Copyright Law, it is widely held in the academic circle that the original meaning of 
“adaptation” is embodied in respecting the content of the original work, and through 
the transformation to the expression of the original work to create new originally 
work, for example transforming a piece of novel to drama.308 However, as to parody, 
from the viewpoint of the author’s will, the parodist cannot respect the original 
author’s will and also usually do not transform the expression of the original work. 
Therefore, parody cannot be deemed the adaptation of the original work.309 Actually, 
“transform the expression of the original work” means the alteration of the type of the 
work, for example, from novel to drama. Work like parody, from the strict sense, is 
not adaptation, for although parody makes use of the original to some extent, in the 
meaning of expression or the motif for two works, there is no common point between 
each other.310 Parody is but a kind of literary form which the core part of the original 
work must be used in the new parody, so that parody can conjure up the reader’s 
memory to the original work. 
   
As said above, quotation is stipulated under Article 22 (2). In addition, Regulation on 
the Implementation of the Copyright Law of the People's Republic of China 
(hereinafter the Regulation) also stipulates the related provision about quotation. 
Article 27 of the Regulation prescribes that 1) only for the aim of introduction, 
comment or interpretation of a work; 2) the quoted part should be the main or core 
part of the new work; 3) no prejudice to the legitimate interests of the copyright 
owner. Relative to quotation, in the Regulation in 2002, Article 21 also stipulates the 
limitations on modification to moral right that 1) No harm to the normal exploitation 
of the work concerned; 2) No prejudice to the legitimate interests of the copyright 
owner. 
 
As to the problem of quotation, some scholars in China hold that comparing with the 
quantity in quotation, the study on whether the quoted part is the spirit core of what 
the original author wanted to express should be paid more attention. This kind of 
quotation should be for the purpose of expressing the author’s viewpoint, and also the 
part being cited should not embody the essential spirit in the parody and should not be 
the main position in parody, but can be only as a medium or tool for the parody to 
criticize or comment the original work.311 In fact, this kind of opinion is no difference 
with opinion in the American court.  
 
The right of reproduction, that is, the right to produce one or more copies of a work 
by printing, photocopying, lithographing, making a sound recording or video 
recording, duplicating a recording, or duplicating a photographic work, or by other 
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means. Although in American Benny case, the court cites the opinion from Lawrence 
v. Dana case that the court clearly states that “Copying is not confined to a literary 
repetition, but includes various modes in which the matter of any publication may be 
adopted, imitated, or transferred with more or less colorable alteration to disguise the 
source from which the material was derived; nor is it necessary that the whole or even 
the larger portion of the work should be taken , in order to constitute an invasion of a 
copyright.”312, for the nature of parody, it is not the case.  
 
To look at Chinese Copyright Law Article 22 paragraph 2 again, we can notice that 
although parody could be treated as “the purpose of comment on a work”, and 
“comment on a work” is one of the ways in fair use scope, and the aim of “comment 
on a work” is also legal, it does not meet the requirement of “appropriate quotation”, 
i.e., the small amount and unessential quotation. And this requirement is conflict with 
parody’s nature. If a parody could not use the core part of original work, then parody, 
let alone excellent parody, could not be created. For the parody to be effective, the 
audience must recognize the connection between the parody and the original work313 
for it makes use of the core part of original. But it is because this nature, making 
parody infringement of copyright holder’s right, such as right to integrity, the right of 
reputation.  
 
From the viewpoint of expression freedom, Chinese Constitution Law article 35 also 
stipulates that “Citizens of the People’s Republic of China enjoy freedom of speech”. 
In the special context, for example parody, quotation is just method, to comment, to 
criticize is the aim. Constitution Law protects expression freedom of the behavior of 
commenting, criticizing, but not the method of quotation. Article 4 also stipulates that 
“Copyright owners, in exercising their copyright, shall not violate the Constitution or 
laws or prejudice the public interests”. It means when the exercise of copyright 
conflicts with public interests, limitations to copyright will be conducted. Of course, 
the moral right will be included. 
 
3. Fair Use System 
 
The judgment of quotation is always connected with the fair use system in this context. 
It is necessary to explain detailed about the fair use system in this part.  
 
3.1 The Aim of Fair Use System 
 
In Chinese Copyright Law, Articles 22 and Article 23 under Section 4 in Chapter 2 
which are called as Limitations on Rights, among which Article 22 stipulates that 
under the following 12 circumstances, the subsequent user can use the original work 
without the copyright holder’s permission and without paying the copyright holder’s 
remuneration. These 12 circumstances under article 22 is called as fair use system by 
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intellectual property academic field in China. 
 
In form, it is clear that fair use system is different from fair use doctrine. Fair use 
system is in enumerative mode, not in general one. The 12 circumstances are 
stipulated in Article 22 as follows, in the following cases, a work may be used without 
permission from, and without payment of remuneration to, the copyright owner, 
provided that the name of the author and the title of the work are mentioned and the 
other rights enjoyed by the copyright owner in accordance with this Law are not 
prejudiced: (1) use of another person’s published work for purposes of the user’s own 
personal study, research or appreciation; (2) appropriate quotation from another 
person’s published work in one’s own work for the purpose of introducing or 
commenting a certain work, or explaining a certain point; (3) unavoidable inclusion or 
quotation of a published work in the media, such as in a newspaper, periodical and 
radio and television program, for the purpose of reporting current events; (4) 
publishing or rebroadcasting by the media, such as a newspaper, periodical, radio 
station and television station, of an article published by another newspaper or 
periodical, or broadcast by another radio station or television station, etc. on current 
political, economic or religious topics, except where the author declares that such 
publishing or rebroadcasting is not permitted; (5) publishing or broadcasting by the 
media, such as a newspaper, periodical, radio station and television station of a speech 
delivered at a public gathering, except where the author declares that such publishing 
or broadcasting is not permitted; (6) translation, or reproduction in a small quantity of 
copies of a published work by teachers or scientific researchers for use in classroom 
teaching or scientific research, provided that the translation or the reproductions are 
not published for distribution; (7) use of a published work by a State organ to a 
justifiable extent for the purpose of fulfilling its official duties; (8) reproduction of a 
work in its collections by a library, archive, memorial hall, museum, art gallery, etc. 
for the purpose of display, or preservation of a copy, of the work; (9) gratuitous live 
performance of a published work, for which no fees are charged to the public, nor 
payments are made to the performers; (10) copying, drawing, photographing or 
video-recording of a work of art put up or displayed in an outdoor public place; (11) 
translation of a published work of a Chinese citizen, legal entity or other organization 
from Han language into minority nationality languages for publication and 
distribution in the country; and (12) transliteration of a published work into braille for 
publication. The provisions of the preceding paragraph shall be applicable also to the 
rights of publishers, performers, producers of sound recordings and video recordings, 
radio stations and television stations. 
 
In the beginning of Chinese Copyright Law stipulated in Article 1 that this Law is 
enacted, in accordance with the Constitution, for the purpose of protecting the 
copyright of authors in their literary, artistic and scientific works and the rights and 
interests related to copyright, encouraging the creation and dissemination of works 
conducive to the building of a socialist society that is advanced ethically and 
materially, and promoting the progress and flourishing of socialist culture and 
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sciences. In simple words, as Wu Handong cited the opinion from Song Muwen in his 
writing titled as The Research On Fair Use System Of Copyright that the purpose of 
Chinese Copyright Law is “to protect the legitimate rights and interests of copyright 
holders, to encourage the creation and dissemination of the work, and to promote the 
progress and flourish the socialist culture and sciences.” As already said in chapter 
two of this thesis that the American Constitution also gives Congress the power to 
grant authors and inventors exclusive rights over their works, so that the purpose of 
Copyright Law, “promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts” can be realized. 
Early in 1953, in Mazer v. Stein case, Justice Reed also delivered the opinion on the 
purpose of Copyright Law that “… [Copyright Law] is ‘intended definitely to grant 
valuable, enforceable rights to authors, publishers, etc., without burdensome 
requirements; to afford greater encouragement to the production of literary (or artistic) 
works of lasting benefit to the world.’”314 Moreover, the United States House of 
Representatives in the report of Berne Convention Implementation Act of 1988 
declared that “the legislation of copyright law must make the following concerns,… 
The Congress should balance the cost the public pay for the protection of the 
individual rights and interests and the benefit the public obtain from it…. The aim of 
the copyright is not to award the copyright holder, but to guarantee the public can 
benefit from the copyright holder’s work”315              
 
From the aim of both copyright laws, we can see they are almost the same in 
substantial. On one hand, both the laws are to protect the copyright holder’s rights. On 
the other hand, the laws are to promote the culture and sciences. Therefore, although 
certain differences exist respectively in copyright law in each country, the social goal 
of disseminating knowledge and promoting culture and sciences is no difference. 
 
3.2 The Nature of Fair Use System 
 
For the same aim of copyright law, the matter of fair use was established respectively 
in each country, though in different mode. From the aforesaid cases and scholar’s 
opinions, we can get a general understanding about the nature of American fair use 
doctrine, which “may be defined as a privilege in others than the owner of a copyright 
to use the copyrighted material in a reasonable manner without his consent, 
notwithstanding the monopoly granted to the owner by the copyright.”316 Fair use is 
technically an infringement of copyright, but is allowed by law on the ground that the 
appropriation is reasonable and customary.317 In Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music case, 
the court also clearly states that “it is uncontested here that 2 Live Crew’s song would 
be an infringement of Acuff- Rose’s rights in ‘Oh, Pretty Woman,’ under the 
Copyright Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. §106, but for a finding of fair use through 
parody.”318 The privilege of a subsequent writer to make a fair use of a prior 
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publication is limited by the qualification that the use must not be so extensive as to 
cause substantial injury to the owner of the copyright.319 
  
What about the nature of fair use system under Chinese Copyright Law? Generally, 
the domestic scholars hold the opinion that fair use system as a limitation to 
copyright.320 Most of Chinese scholars think that “the copyright holder’s exclusive 
rights is not absolute, but should be confined to various limitations, which include the 
time limitation, the geographic restrictions, function limitation, and fair use system is 
one of the limitations to copyright.321 From different angles of viewing fair use 
concept, there is discussion and comment on the nature of fair use system. Three 
major theories are being cited in China, which are the limitations on copyright, the 
prevention on infringement, and the rights on users. Most domestic and overseas 
scholars hold the theory that fair use is the limitations on copyright. The basic idea 
supporting the first theory is that the grant of the exclusive copyright is a limited 
monopoly. That is why not only fair use, but also statutory license and compulsory 
license are stipulated in copyright law to limit the exclusive copyright holder’s right. 
If the protection on copyright holder was too excessive, there would be obstacle to 
disseminate and make use of the original work in the public for the public interest. 
The second theory is the prevention on infringement. The assumption of this 
viewpoint is like what American judges and scholars hold that fair use is technically 
an infringement of copyright. According to Professor Zhang Jing from Taiwan that 
“fair use is an infringement in essence, but can be determined not as infringement of 
copyright just when the attribute on is indicated in the subsequent work.”322 The last 
theory is the rights on users. From the literal understanding, fair use is one of the 
rights which the user can use copyright holder’s work according to law. Although 
some American scholars hold the opinion that “fair use is a privilege for people, who 
beyond the copyright holder, using the copyrighted work in a reasonable manner 
without copyright holder’s permission”323, according to the decisions of precedent 
cases in American court, the key point to determine whether a use is fair or not is 
based on whether the subsequent user take the substantial part of the original 
according to the purpose and character of the subsequent work, but not the reasonable 
manner to use the original work. Therefore, actually the last theory in American case 
law is not being supported.          
 
Although fair use system is ruled in Chinese Copyright Law, the lack of deep research 
on this topic is the current situation. As Professor Wu commented that except several 
scholars, such as Professor Zheng Chengsi clearly indicated that fair use did not 
“constitute infringement”, seldom scholars determined the nature of fair use system in 
China. For example, there is still no explicit answer as to “Is fair use a kind of 
behavior or not? Or what is the nature of fair use system?”  
																																								 																				 	








Even including the aforesaid three theories, they are still combined with the 
international opinions, esp. American court decision and scholar’s opinion to analyze, 
to some extent, the fair use in the international level, but rarely analyze Chinese own 
fair use system organically with the international situation.  
 
According to Professor Wu’s comment, he gave some suggestions as to consider the 
concept of fair use system. The suggestions are as follows, 1) the use should be based 
on legal ground. In other words, it means that the legal ground to the use is either the 
limitation to the original author’s rights, or the right which is granted to the user, and 
both of them according to the law. 2) The use is without the authority of the copyright 
holder. For that the law infers that the copyright holder may or should give the 
permission to such use, and in fact the user has no time or has difficulty in obtaining 
the permission. 3) The use does not need consideration. In general, this kind of use 
need not pay remuneration to the copyright holder, but should not cause the damage 
to the interests of copyright holder. 4) The use should be for the proper purpose. The 
use should not be for the commercial purpose, for example, for the purpose of 
studying and researching, for the purpose of criticizing and commenting, for the 
purpose of education and the like. And all the said purposes are necessary to the 
public interest. 5) The use is a behavior which has the legal effect. The use is neither a 
civil juristic act of which the basic element is expression of intention, nor an 
infringement act of which have no characteristic of being against the law, namely, the 
use is a legally factual act.324 Based on the said general considerations to the concept 
of fair use system, Professor Wu defined the fair use as follows. Fair use is a use of 
lawful act, under the condition of the law, for the proper purpose to use the copyright 
holder’s copyrighted work without obtaining the copyright holder’s permission and 
paying the remuneration to the copyright holder.325  
 
According to the said suggestions by Professor Wu, the big difference between 
American fair use doctrine and Chinese fair use system is whether the use of fair use 
is technically an infringement or a lawful act in copyright field. 
 
3.3 The Fair Use Cases in the Court 
 
Although China has no real parodic cases in the court, there are several cases related 
to fair use system. According to the analysis of the each case, we could get some hints 
of how judges judging fair use in the practice.  
 
In the practice, the court also adheres to the concept that fair use system is to 
harmonize the 3 balances. One is the balance between the copyrighted holder’s right 
and obligation. Another one is the balance among the creator, the disseminator and 






interests.326 The court also indicates the same idea as that of in the United States that 
the subjective will is very important, namely whether to use the copyrighted work is 
in good faith or bad faith.327 
  
Although the courts judge every case according to 12 circumstances under Article 22 
of Chinese Copyright Law, the shadow of four factors of fair use doctrine of the 
United States still can be found. For example, in a case of copyright infringement328, 
although the court judges whether the defendant’s action is fair use or not, it also 
mentioned the requirements that the use of the original work should not be 
commercial purpose and should be for research, the quantity in the use of the original 
should be proper and the original work should be already published. These 
requirements are actually the first and third factor of the fair use doctrine. Another 
example of a copyright infringement case is between the companies of Beijing and 
Hefei about an article.329 The court used Article 22 paragraph 3330 to illustrate and 
decide whether the defendant’s action is a fair use or not. Therefore, it automatically 
mentioned the purpose of the use, namely the first factor. However, the issue in on 
what is the character of the use, that is whether the defendant’s work is current events 
or not. Once the court found that the defendant’s work is not a current events, even if 
the court found that there is no serious damage to the market of the plaintiff’s work, 
the court still is in favor of the plaintiff, though the damages on the defendant was 
weakened a little bit by the court in the end. 
 
Although China has its own provisions of fair use system, on one hand, we still can 
find the idea of fair use doctrine in the practice. On the other hand, we can see it is 
kind of confused and unsound condition in judging the fair use cases.  
 
4. Brief Summary  
 
From the above, actually the problem returns to the balance between public interests 
and copyright holder, between copyright holder and parodist’s right.  
 
From Lu Xun’s poem to the novel Shajiabang, until the short video “The Blood Case 
That Started from a Steamed Bun” made by Hu Ge, we can aware that the creation of 
parody changed from paper to internet, the distribution method also changed and can 
be distributed faster than ever before. And for each time the seriousness of treatment 
to each incident increased. The fast development of parody is a problem which cannot 
be ignored, even though until now no real parody case goes to the court. One thing we 




327 毕淑敏与淮北市实验高级中学侵犯著作权纠纷上诉案（2009）皖民三终字第 0041号。 
328 郭昆与黄振翘等侵犯著作权纠纷上诉案（2008）苏民三终字第 0207号。 
329 北京三面向版权代理有限公司与合肥邦略科技发展有限公司著作权侵权纠纷案(2007)皖民三终字第
0029号。	
330 Article 22 paragraph 3: unavoidable inclusion or quotation of a published work in the media, such as in a 
newspaper, periodical and radio and television program, for the purpose of reporting current events.	
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copyright relates to copyright holder and to copyright work.331 Another thing is worth 
thinking is that the reader’s understanding to the parody cannot be separate from the 
role and the symbol the parodied work played in the society.332 
 
Parody, as a creative work, not a substitute of the original, should be encouraged to 
create in the social culture. To give fair use right to parody, to incent more people to 
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1.	The Common Points to Parody among Three Countries  
 
Based on the analysis of the United States, Japan and China, we can draw the 
common points among the three countries: 
a) the final aim of the copyright law is to promote the progress of science and useful 
arts, or to contribute to the development of culture, and  
b) the function of the copyright law is to balance the relationship between the right 
and obligation of the copyrighted author, the interests between the creator, the 
disseminator and the user, the interests between the public and the individual, and 
c) based on that aim and function of copyright law, every country stipulates its own 
way to tolerate the behavior of taking the original work for some certain aim, such as 
for research, criticism, or comment without the copyrighted holder’s permission, 
some taking is even more than the permission by the “general” copyright law. 
Parody, as its own characteristics, it has to take enough original work to achieve its 
parodic aim. The United States chooses to apply fair use doctrine of the limitation on 
exclusive rights to such behavior, while Japan is the enumerative articles of limitation 
and China is the 12 situations under the article of limitations on rights.  
 
2.	The Different Points to Parody among Three Countries 
 
On the face, they sound like the same that three countries have the same copyright 
aim to and choose the limitations on rights to limit the copyrighted holder’s right. 
However, each country has their way of thinking, or their protection emphasis in 
copyright law. For the United States, the fundamental principle of American 
copyright is that “copyright exists primarily to benefit the public, only secondarily to 
reward the author”.333 The copyright expert Justice Rosenfield also summarized: 
a) the copyright clause of the constitution gives no property rights to copyright owner, 
and  
b) the First and Ninth Amendment gives users of copyrighted materials, both printed 
and audiovisual, a direct constitutional right of reasonable access to such materials, a 
right of free inquiry, which has legal and constitutional priority over the mere 
statutory privilege accorded by the copyright law to copyright owners, and 
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c) in balancing between the constitutional rights of users and the statutory privilege of 
owners, the courts must tilt in favor of the users’ constitutionally protected rights of 
reasonable access and freedom of inquiry, and 
d) “Fair use” is both a statutory privilege and a legal vehicle (but by no means the 
exclusive one) for effectuating the constitutional protection for the primacy of the 
public interest over the copyright proprietor’s interest.334  
The words of the legislator’s aim in copyright which were addressed by the American 
President in the beginning of chapter 2 in this thesis also indicates that the public and 
users’ right is superior to the copyrighted holder’s right. One more thing is that from 
the analysis of the parodic cases in the United States, actually the First Amendment is 
seldom mentioned by the court, and the Court of Suntrust gave us the reason. 
Copyright is deemed as “the engine of free expression” and it also has the function to 
balance the private and public interests. According to the Court of Suntrust, the 
aforesaid balance is kept by two elements. One is idea/ expression dichotomy. 
Another one is by the doctrine of fair use. Consequently, the concept and principle of 
the First Amendment has been already inserted in the copyright through fair use 
doctrine, which, in other words, “the First Amendment protections interwoven into 
copyright law”335 through the fair use doctrine. Therefore, when American court 
judging parodic case in the context of fair use doctrine, they will automatically take 
the free expression into consideration. Parody as one of the representatives of free 
expression, the court will be easily to find the fair use doctrine to regulate parody.  
 
As to Japan, the aim of the old Japanese copyright law in 1899, which the montage 
photo case was being regulated, much more tilts in favor of the right of copyrighted 
holder. As I mentioned in the beginning of chapter 3 that drafter of the enactment of 
Japanese copyright law in 1899 stated that “we admit the limitations on copyright is to 
protect the development of the arts and culture and is to award the good works. 
However, the foundation of the aim is to reward the copyrighted holder and the 
copyrighted holder possesses the benefit which is generated by the copyrighted work 
exclusively.”336 Rather than the aim of achieving culture development, it is better to 
say that the aim is just a kind of means to admit the copyrighted holder’s right, and 
that the copyrighted holder has the inherent right to enjoy the benefit which is 
generated by the copyrighted work.337 Japanese copyright law is from the point that 
the copyrighted holder could create securely, and just because of this that brings the 
boom of creation activity.338 Therefore, Japanese copyright law is more concentrated 
with individual right than the public interests. In other words, Japanese government 
does not take free expression as seriously as the United States. This phenomenon can 
be also found through the introduction of fair use doctrine to Japan and the tolerance 
to parody. Neither is accepted until now.  
																																								 																				 	
334 Harry N. Rosenfield, The American Constitution, Free Inquiry, And The Law, Fair Use And Free Inquiry 294 
(Ablex Publishing Corporation Norwood, New Jersay 1989).	
335 Suntrsut Bank, 268 F. 3d at 1265. 
336	 国立国会図書館・前掲注（210）。  
337	 国立国会図書館・前掲注（210）4 頁。 




In China, the more detailed purpose in copyright law is to protect the copyrighted 
holder’s legal interests to encourage the creation and dissemination of the copyrighted 
work and then improve the development of the social science. There is the concept of 
fair use, but without any corresponding article in the copyright law. However, the 
scholar Wu handing said in his work that we should admit and protect the rights of 
fair use in public and should improve and perfect this system, but not deny it simple. 
From the cases introduced in chapter four, we also can get the information that either 
the court or the scholar pays much attention on the individual right. Therefore, the 
attitude to fair use or the public interests is not paid enough attention in China. The 
unclear condition also makes parodic problem stay unstable condition.  
 
3. The Method to Parody under Chinese Situation 
 
However, for Chinese special political situation, the government right now still needs 
to control the information which common people get or make. If common people in 
China really can create works like parody that has the function of criticism or 
comment, then government will absolutely intervene such kind of works when such 
works discussing sensitive topics. Therefore, the scope of admitting parody in China 
will be narrowed comparatively. Since Chinese copyright also absorbs the concept of 
the United States, the requirement that the United States to judge parody is to criticize 
or comment at least a part of the original work. Therefore, when judging parody under 
Chinese copyright law, this point could be emphasized, or even it can be the most 
important factor to judge whether a parody is an infringement or not. In doing so, the 
parodies which comment on the social phenomena could be reduced substantially.     
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